Transcription of 2664/3/1K/5
Anne Talbot’s recipe book
Introduction1
The Original Document
A number of documents from The National Trust’s Lacock Abbey are held in the archives of The
Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre at Chippenham, Wiltshire. Anne Talbot’s recipe book
(Document No 2664.3.1K.5) is one of several cookbooks or collections of recipes that are included in
the collection.
The document was transcribed by volunteers in 2018 / 2019.
The recipe book has 222 recipes, written in a large notebook; the book is about 8 inches wide by 12
inches tall, with about 100 unlined pages, each with ruled red lines for top and left margins. Some of
the pages remain blank. It is not clear exactly when the book was written, but probably around 1700,
and probably based on or copied from one or more earlier recipe books. (See Sources / Authors
below.)

Figure 1; Sir John Talbot (1630 - 1714) and his daughter Anne Talbot, Lady Ivory (1665 - 1720)
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Images of Sir John Talbot and Anne Talbot from National Trust Collections.
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There is no title or description on the front or inside, but the name ‘Anne Talbot’ appears on the inside
front cover of the book; she was probably Anne, eldest daughter of Sir John Talbot, who was the
second son of Colonel Sharington Talbot. His elder brother Sharington died in infancy, so from a
young age Sir John was the heir to the estates owned by his father.
Sir John was knighted in 1660 by Charles II as he was the first person to greet the King when he
landed in England at his Restoration. He was a royalist and a prominent public figure, being Justice of
the Peace for Worcestershire, Wiltshire, Middlesex and Westminster between 1660 and 1689. He was
also an MP for Chippenham for a short time in 1679 and was also a member for Devizes and
Ludgershall at different times. He predeceased his father, and his daughter Anne, the eldest granddaughter of Colonel Talbot, inherited the Lacock estate with her husband Sir John Ivory. If written by
Anne Talbot, Lady Ivory, the book would therefore have been written between about 1680 and 1720.

Figure 2; Signature of Anne Talbot, inside front cover
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Figure 3; To Make Almond Cakes
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Conventions used in the transcription
The transcription adopts the following conventions:
a. Punctuation and capitalization are not copied exactly; the original document uses
capitalization, full stops, commas, apostrophes, colons and semi-colons in a way that the
modern reader might consider idiosyncratic. Commas, full stops and semi-colons are
generally used differently from what one would expect; a full stop indicates a pause, while
new sentences start (without a capital letter at the beginning) after commas. Many of the
recipes end with a semi-colon. Colons, hyphens and full stops are used in the original
document before and after numbers (e.g., ‘take: 3: ounces’ and ‘keepe out .2. or .3. ounces of
your Comfets’); these have been omitted for clarity (e.g. ‘take 3 ounces’).


The transcription generally copies the original text and keeps much of the original
spelling. Variant spellings of words are copied exactly (for example, the word
‘cinnamon’ is spelled at least 7 different ways). The modern spellings or meanings of
many words (where understood) are shown in the Glossary.



Abbreviation and capitalization have occasionally been altered to help with
understanding; for example (at Contents Section2 AB1) ‘Couson Amphlitts resait for
A great Cake’ means ‘Cousin Amphlit’s recipe for a great cake’ and the transcription
has been amended slightly.



Commas and paragraphs are occasionally added in the transcription to help with
understanding; for example, lists in recipes such as C5 have had commas added to the
list of ingredients: ‘cinamon, cloves, ginger of each on ounce’, while C7 was
originally written as one continuous recipe without any paragraphs or spacing.



Where abbreviations or typographical symbols are used (e.g., &) the word is
sometimes transcribed in full to help with understanding.



Superscript was occasionally used in the text, presumably where the author
subsequently amended it; this convention is followed by the transcriber where it
appears logical and clear.



Words such as ‘ye’ (‘the’) and ‘with’ (‘with’) are copied as they were written and are
repeated in the Glossary.

b. Most words appear in the transcription the way that they were written in the original text, but
some words have been ‘translated’ to modern spellings for clarity and ease of understanding.
Archaic spelling in the original includes the following:
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Interchangeable y and i, for example ‘fyre’ = ‘fire’.



Interchangeable i and j, for example ‘iuyce’ = ‘juice’.



Interchangeable g and j, for example ‘gelly’ = ‘jelly’.



Interchangeable u and v, such as ‘canuis’ = ‘canvas’.



Use of a single vowel where modern English has two, such as ‘to’ = ‘too’.

The original did not use the words ‘Section’ or ‘Contents’ – these are added in the transcription for clarity.
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Use of one consonant where modern English has two, such as ‘cinamon’ = cinnamon,
or use of two consonants where modern English has one, such as ‘pott’ = ‘pot’.
There appears to be an occasional use of a short line over a single consonant,
to denote a double consonant; for example, ‘comon’ in C21 and ‘cinamon’ in
C22 appear to have a short line over the ‘m’ and ‘n’ respectively. However,
this practice is not always clear, and is not consistent; these marks have
therefore been ignored in the transcription.



Past participles omitting the ‘e’ before the ‘d’; for example, ‘refind’, ‘cord’ and
‘quarterd’ in A51 for ‘refined’, ‘cored’ and ‘quartered’; sometimes inserting an
apostrophe; for example, ‘skim’d’ or ‘boyl’d’ or ‘lay’d’ for ‘skimmed’ (A7) or
‘boiled’ and ‘laid’ (A59); sometimes using a ‘t’ as in ‘Almonds blancht’ (A58).



Words such as ‘paste’ and ‘taste’ and ‘date’ omitting the final ‘e’.

c. Interchangeable singular and plural; the recipes frequently use ‘it’ in reference to a plural,
and often in the same sentence as ‘them’. For example, Recipe B42: ‘Take 4 quarts of
strokings and set it on a quick fire…’
d. All footnotes have been added by the transcriber; none appear in the original recipe book.
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Format of the Recipe Book
The book is divided into Contents Pages and 4 main Sections of recipes, labelled A to D. There is
also a short sub-section labelled ‘AB’ after Section A. Each individual recipe is numbered, within
each section, as follows:
A.
1 to 103
This section contains generally fruit-based cakes, conserves, marmalades and jams.
AB.
This is a short miscellaneous section. It includes duplicate numbers, for a total of 7 recipes.3






The first recipe, numbered ‘1st’ in the original, is shown as ‘1a’ below;
The second recipe, numbered ‘3’ in the original’, is shown as ‘1b’ below;
The fifth recipe, numbered ‘4’ in the original, is shown as ‘4a’ below;
The sixth recipe, also numbered ‘4’ in the original, is shown as ‘4b’ below;
The final AB recipe is not numbered in the original; it is shown as ‘4c’ below.

The handwriting in this section varies from recipe to recipe; in general, the writing and spelling
appear to be different from the previous section.
Recipe 1b is unique insofar as the individual stages of the recipe are numbered 1 to 12.
B.
1 to 89
This section contains milk-based creams, custards, jellies, syllabubs, fools, cheese. (Numbers 70
and 71 are missing from the original document).
C.
1 to 43
Mainly cordials. Numbers 30 to 43 (possibly added later) include miscellaneous medicines,
lotions and potions. C32 is a recipe for a seere cloth, traditionally used to wrap a corpse (C32),
but here used as a general poultice.
D.
1 to 25
Wines made from fruits. Numbers 21 to 25 appear to have been added later.

3

An extra sheet of paper has been added in the main body, with AB4 (‘To colour a calf’s head’) and an additional recipe for
‘To make srub’; these are added after the other AB4 (‘Syrup of Orange or Lemon, Mrs Stubbs’).
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Sources / Authors
The Recipe Book includes many recipes which appear in other contemporary or 17th century recipe
books, including the 1602 ‘A Closet for Ladies and Gentlewomen’4; there are also several recipes which have
not been found elsewhere. In addition, some recipes are annotated with names of family and friends who
presumably provided the recipes to Anne Talbot; these names have been collated in an Appendix (Dramatis
Personae).

The majority of the recipes, especially those in Section A, appear to have been written at one time, by
one person, with consistent handwriting throughout, although additions and amendments appear to
have been made later. The limited evidence of the signature of ‘Anne Talbot’ suggests that the
majority of the recipes were written by her. However, there were almost certainly at least two
additional writers of the later recipes in each Section.
The first two AB recipes (‘Couson Amphlits Resait for A great Cake’ and ‘To preserve Cucumbers’)
appear to have been written by 2 different people; the handwriting and spelling in each is markedly
different from other recipes, and from each other. The first recipe, for example, has ‘double refined
sugar’ where most other recipes would have ‘duble refind suger’. The second recipe is the only one
where the stages of the recipe are numbered. It uses ‘syrup’ instead of ‘sirrop’ and ‘sugar’ instead of
‘suger’; a tilde ( ~ ) is added over each ‘m’ in ‘lemon’ and ‘imediately’ to indicate an abbreviated
double-m; and the ampersand ( & ) is a different style from that used in the previous section.
There are also several errors, deletions and amendments on the recipes on the additional sheet of paper
in Section AB; the lack of punctuation before numerals, and other minor changes of style in these two
recipes suggest that they were also written by a different person.
Recipes B50, B85 and B87 also appear to have been written by different hands.

In Section B, numbers 70 and 71 are listed in the Contents but have blank lines, while the relevant
page (between recipes B69 and B72) is left, suggesting that two recipes have been omitted. This,
together with the overall neatness of all the entries, suggests that the majority of the recipes were
copied from an earlier document. Additional items at, for example, C30 – C43, were then added.
The recipes from C30 to C43 appear to have been written by several different authors. However, the
titles of recipes C30 - C32 include the words ‘My own ointment’ and ‘My own cooling ointment’.
There are a variety of styles and distinctive spelling characteristics, with C36 being particularly
difficult to interpret. The titles of C36 to C39 show four different ways of spelling ‘recipe’. Other
inconsistencies in spelling throughout are also suggestive of multiple sources; for example, adjoining
recipes at B49 and B50 have different spellings for ‘nutmeg’ and ‘cinammon’.
B49.

A Foole

… take a quarter of a pound of suger, some nutmeg and Cinomon …
B50.

To make custards

… with mace, bitts of nuttmeg, and Ciniment …
Adjoining recipes at D19 – D24 all have different spellings for ‘Malaga’ and there are additional
changes in characteristics to point to at least 3 authors. Recipes D21 to D23 were probably written by
the same author as those at C31 to C33, judging by the increased use of superscript and a distinctive
ampersand. Similarly, D24 and D25 were probably written by the author of C35 and C36, with a very
distinctive flourish on the ‘d’. More work and research would be required to narrow down exactly
how many authors there were, and which recipes were written by which author.
4

Transcribed, edited and annotated by Johnna H Holloway, and published on-line 2011. See Bibliography.
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Annotations / Favourites
The Contents Pages (not labelled ‘Contents’ in the original) have annotations against various recipes,
which are repeated on most of the relevant recipe pages (but not all). The precise meanings of these
annotations are not known, but possibly indicate the author’s favourite recipes.
The three annotations used are:
An asterisk (*)
Or
A small circle with a dot in the centre ()
Or
A ‘sunshine’ symbol of a circle with a dot in it, plus rays around the circle – the transcription
uses ()

Figure 4; To make Red Marmalet *
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The Recipe Book
Contents
Section A
Recipe Title
To dry Aprecocks
To make Jelly of Cherrys
To dry any Black Plume
To make Cleere Cakes of any fruite
To make Red Marmalet
To make whit Marmalet
To make Jelly of Pippins
To make Jelly of Quince
To preserve white Quince in Jelly
To make Jelly of Cherrys preserved whol
To preserve the Single Quince in Jelly
To dry all kind of fruit naturaly with out Suger
To dry Barberys white
To dry Cherrys
To dry white Cherrys
To dry any fruite after they are preserved
To dry Cherrys Red
To make Pecterall Roles
To dry muskle plums or other Black or Red plums
To make oringe marmalet
To dry Greene Plums
To make Aprecock cakes
To dry oringes
To make orange cakes
To make white past of Quince
To make oring Cakes
To make past of oring
To preserve Red Raspis
To preserve oringes, or Lemons
To preserve red Roses
To preserve any Plumes
To preserve damsons
To make Quince Cakes
To preserve Pound Citterne
To make marmalet of damsons
To make oring marmalet
To preserve Pippins greene
To dry Plumes
To preserve goosberrys green
To make Cleere Cakes of Quince
To make Aprecock Chips
To preserve Citterns Green
10

Number
1
2
3
4
5-
6-
7-
8-
9
10 - 
11
12
13
14
15
16 - 
17
18
19
20
21 - 
22 - 
23
24
25
26
27
28 - 
29
30
31
32 - 
33
34
35
36
37
38 - 
39
40
41
42

Recipe Title
To preserve Aprecocks Green
To make Cherry Marmalet
To make Jelly of Plumes
Aprycock chipps
To preserve oringes, or lemons
To preserve Pippins in Jelly
oring chipps
To Lay Aprecocks in Jelly
white Quince Marmalet
To preserve Pippins
To doe Aprecocks
To doe Aprecocks
To dry Cherrys
To make Almon cakes
To make Spanish Passtills
To make Knotts of Almons
To make Pippin Cakes
To make Aprecock chipps
To make oring cakes
To make a Marchpane
To make chips of Aprecocks
To preserve white Pare Plums, or other Plums
To make Aprecock cakes
To candy Angelico
To make Suger of Roses, or Violets
To make Almon Jumbals
To make wormwood cakes
Conserve of oring
To make conserve of Raspis
Conserve of Cherrys
Conserve of Quince
Conserve of Elicompane
Conserve of Burage, Bugles, or Scurvygrass
Conserve of Jully Flowlers
Conserve of Damsons or other plumes
To make sirrope of wood sorrill
To make sirrope of Mayden haire
Sirrope of Lemons
Sirrope of Mulberrys
Sirrope of violetts
To make sirrope of Jully flowers
To make sirrope of mints
To make sirrope of violetts
a sirrope for a consumption
5

Number
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50 - 
51 - 
52 - 
53
54
55
56 - 
57
58
59
60
61 - 
62 - 
63
64
65
66
67
68 - 
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
775
78
79
80 - 
81
82
83
84
85
86 - 

Anne Talbot has corrected numbers 77 to 90. Number ‘76’ is the last entry on the second page, and the entry at the top of
the third page appears to have been written initially as Number ‘78’, with subsequent numbers continuing to Number ‘91’.
At which point she presumably spotted the error and altered those numbers to read ‘77’ to ‘90’.
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Recipe Title
To candy flowers
The best way to Candy Cowslips, or any flowers
To make tincture of Carraways
To make a conserve of roses
To candy Angelicon
To candy Angelico
To make Oring Cakes
To make Cherry Marmalet
To preserve Barberys
To preserve Corrans in Jelly
To preserve Goosberys
To preserve white Grapes
To make Jelly of white Currans
To preserve Raspas
To preserve goosberryes
To preserve Plumes Green
To preserve Goosberyes Greene

Figure 5; Contents pages for Sections A, AB and B
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Number
87
88 - 
89
90 - 
91
92 - 
93 - 
94 - 
95 - 
96 - 
97 - 
98 - 
99 - 
100 - 
101 - 
102 - 
103 - 

Section AB6
Recipe Title
Couson Amphlit’s resait for a great Cake
to mak Biskets
To preserve cucumbers
to preserve Wallnuts white look
AB
& to bake a Pike ye same and to coller a cave’s head
Tunbridg cakes
Sirrop of oraning or lemmon, Mrs Stubbs

Figure 6; Section AB

6

Main body of recipe book does not follow Contents Page. See

Format of the Recipe Book above.
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Number
1-
2
3
4
3
4

Section B
Recipe Title
Lady Lyttleton’s Bisket7
The wing Cake
To make Suger Cakes
The Lady Bayton’s Cake
The Seede Cake
To make Shrosbury Cakes
The Lady Horwood’s Cake
To make fine Cakes
To make Little Puff Cakes
A nother way for Little Puff Cakes
To make oring biskets
To make Beane Bread
To make bisket Bread
Bisket Bread
To make bisket
To make Almon cakes
To make Almon cakes
To make Prince Bisket
To make Jumballs
To make Spring Garden Cheese Cakes
To make Cheese Cakes
To make Cheese Cakes
To make Suger Cakes
To make Almon Ginger Bread
To make Kats Biskets
A sillibub
The Lady Westmorlands sillebub
A sillibub
To make a sillibub
To make Barley Gruell
To make the Duch Cabidge
To make Blandy
A creame
Churn Creame
Chast Creame
an nother reame
To make Almon Creame
To make Lemon Cream
To make Raspas Creame
To make Rosmary creame
To make a creame
To make rice creame
To make Spanish creame

Number
1-
1-
2
3
4
5-
6
7-
8-
9-
10 - 
11
12
13
14 - 
15 - 
16
17
18
19
20 - 
21
22
23 - 
24 - 
25 - 
26
27
28
29
30 - 
31 - 
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

7

The Contents has two entries for ‘B1’; however, Section B has no recipe for ‘Lady Lyttleton’s Bisket’ – this is probably the
recipe which was inserted at AB 2.
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Recipe Title
A Goosbery foole
To make Grape Creame
To make Barly firmety
To make Goosbery Creame
To make Codling creame
To make Spanish Cloutted Creame
A foole
To make custardes
To make a muskidin posset
To make a posset
To make Custardes
To make Custards in dishes
To make jelly of Harts horne
To make white Leech
To make Apple Leech
To make Almon leech
To make Date Leech
Pruan Leech
To make fresh Butter
To make Lemon Butter
To make Almon Butter
Almon Butter
To make an Almon cheese
A Slipp Coat Cheese
A Cream Cheese
To make Angelott Cheese
To make a Cheese
(See footnote)8

Number
43
44
45
46 - 
47
48
49
50 - 
51
52 - 
53
54
55 - 
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 - 
81 - 
82 - 
83 - 
84 - 
85 - 

To make Almon Cream
To make Clouted Creame
To make Almon butter
To make a fresh Cheese and Creame
To make Goosberry or Codling Creame
To make Mountaine Creame
To make Brown Bread Creame
To make a Lemon Caudle
To make Custards in Crust
To make the Lemon Creame
To make a Sillib
A white wine Sillibub
Cheese cakes the Lady Bedfords way
To make Cheese Cakes
Whippt Sillibubs9

8

The numbers 70 and 71 are listed in the Contents but have blank lines; in addition, the relevant page (between recipes B69
and B72) has a large blank space where recipes could have been written, suggesting that two recipes have been omitted.
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Recipe Title
To make an ordinary Posset
(To boyle Jockalet)10
To make a Lemon Cream
To make Calves foot Jelly

Number
87 - 
88 - 
89 - 

Figure 7; The mystery of the missing recipe for 'Whippt Sillibubs'

9

Although the Contents list suggests that there should be a recipe for ‘Whippt Sillibubs’ at B86, it is not numbered on the
Contents page. Furthermore, there is no corresponding recipe between B85 and B87.
10
The Contents list does not include a recipe between B87 and B88, but an additional recipe ‘To boyle Jockalet’ does
appear, without a number.
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Section C
Recipe Title
Lady Manchesters Cordal water
Lady Harberts Oringe water
A very good water
To make Usquabaugh
To make Rosa Solis
To make Aqua Ruba
To make Cinamon water
To make Balme water
To make Docter Steevens Aqua Composita
To make Nutmeg Water
A good water for a surfitt, or Qualmes in the Stomack
Cytron water
To make parffet water
Our Goulden spirit of life thus made
To make Aqua Bezartica
To make the Plague water
To make Lemon Water
Mrs Fulses water
Aqua Marabilis
Plague water
To distill Cock water
To make a Cordial Cherry Water
Cordial Water for a Surfet
Rosemary wine the best way
Mint water
Cardus water
Angelico water
An Excellent Surfitt Water
The Plague Water
My own Ointment for Pains
My own cooling Ointment
My own Seerecloth wich was my old Aunt Talbots
my old Aunt Talbots Green Salve
Mrs Stukely Cordiall for vapours
Mrs Brostors resait for lipe salve
my Mothers resait for the Rickets
Cos Plowdens resait for an Ague or Collik
A receip for the Dropsie
Sis Bell Dav: receip for ye yallow or black Janeders
the rume plaisters
water for sore eyes11
Mrs Jollys resait for a drink for a women near her time
Nephew Hallifaxs Usquebach

11

Number
1
2-
3
4
5
6
7
8
9-
10
11
12 - 
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 - 
20
21
22
23
24 - 
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

C41 has an additional ‘Mr Add’ in the left-hand column; presumably meaning ‘Mr Add’s water for sore eyes’.
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Section D
Recipe Title
To mak Cowslipe wine
To make Barbery wine
To make Quince wine
To make Apreicock wine
To make Goosbury wine
To make Cheerys Rasbury Currons or Plumes wine
To make Rasbury wine
To make Damson wine
To make Clove Julyflower sak
To make Stappony
To mak Hypocras
To make Albanla12
To make metheglin
To make medea
Another way to make medea
To make cheery13 wine
To make wine of any fruit
To make Curran wine
To make Elder wine
To make Birch wine
Mr Cocks resait for Orang wine
Mrs Whatsons Elder wine14
Raising win
Mrs Ashbeys Reasin wine
Mrs Webb’s Clarey wine

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Figure 8; Mrs Whatson's Elder wine … and her … Raising Wine

12

Recipe D12 has ‘Albanela’; however, neither ‘Albanla’ nor ‘Albanela’ are recognised.
Recipe D16 has ‘cherry wine’.
14
The words ‘& her’ appear after ‘wine’, suggesting that Recipe 23 should read ‘Mrs Whatson’s Raising Wine’.
13
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Recipes
Section A15
1. To Dry Aprycocks16
Take your Aprycocks and waye them, to a pound of aprycocks take a pound of suger
very finly beaten, then pare yr aprycocks and as you pare them lay them in a silver or earthen
bason, and put yr suger under and all over them, then cover them close and let them stand 24
howers and ye suger will be desolved, then set them on a soft fyer and let them simber a little,
then take them of, this doe 2 or 3 days, but you must keepe out a quarter of your suger to
strew a little at a time, as often as you warme them, when they have bin thus heated take them
out of ye sirrop and with yr finger wipe them cleane, then dip your finger in warme water, and
so wipe them with it to get rid of ye sirrop, then put them on a fine bottome and set them in ye
sunn to dry, thus you must doe every day till they are dry enough and not clammy.

2. To make Jelly of Cherrys
Take to 6 pounds of Cherrys, a quarter of a pound of suger finly beaten, put yr
cherrys, being stond in to a posset, and strew a little sugar on them, and as ye iuyce dus come
out pouer it into yr glasses, and then strew a little more suger, and boyle it againe and so doe
till yr quarter bee spent and noe more iuyce come out, you must boyle it very fast and cover it
to keepe ye cullor.

3. To Dry any Black Plume
To a pound of plums take a pound of suger then boyle it to a strong height, then have
y plums ready wipt, slitt and stoned, and put them in to ye sirrop the slitt sids downwards,
then sett them on ye fyer and let ym but iust simber a little, then take ym off the fyer, you must
keepe a quarter of yr suger to strew on ym when you warme them, and you must for 2 or 3
days warme them thus then wipe ym out of ye sirrop with yr fingers and close ye skin over
them as well as you can, and those that are most broken fill ye others with and close them a
gaine, then wet yr finger in warme water to wash of ye sirrop, and then let ym in an oven on
fine bottoms ye oven must be but iust warme, for if it bee to hott the Plums will rinill, you
must rest and wip them 2 or 3 days else they will not looke black, and dry them in a coole
oven till they bee enough.
r

4. To Make Cleere Cakes of any fruite
Take your fruite and boyle it in a silver or earthen pott, in a skillit of water, and when
it is boyld let ye thinne iuyce run out, then take the waite of it in suger and boyle it to a Candy
hight17 then put in yr iuyce and stirre it very well togeather, and power it into ye glasses, and
15

The original Recipe Book does not have the word ‘Section’; it is added in the transcription for clarity.
There is inconsistency in how each recipe is numbered, and about where the title appears; the numbers sometimes appear
above the recipe, sometimes after the title, and sometimes do not appear at all. The transcription has standardised by having
‘Number. Title’ placed centrally before each recipe.
17
Several recipes use variations of the phrase; ‘boil to a candy height’
16

19

set it in a store, and it will crisp all over, and when they are Candy of ye top turne them out
and sett the other lids uppermust and dry it in the stove18, this doe till they are enough.

5. To make Red Marmalet



To every pound of Suger take halfe a pint of water, weigh yr quinces and allow theire
weights in suger, cut them but in quarters, then put yr quinces and liquor togather and cover
them, and let them boyle very leasurly to culloure and when it is halfe boyld, and begins to
culler, grate quinces and straine ym and to every 2 pound of quinces, put halfe a pint of that
liquor, at the first setting on you must put in a bundle of the seeds of the quinces brus’d and
wrapt in a peece of Tiffiny, keepe out the third parte of your suger till it bee almost boyled
enough, and when you thinke it is almost colour’d enough, put in the last suger, and boyle it a
little, it will cutt presently19.

6. To make white Marmalet



Take the best quinces, pare, core and quarter them, and as you pare them put ym in to
warme water, then take less then halfe ye weight of ym of refined suger, being beaten, and put
in halfe of it to your quinces wth the iuyce of a quince and set it on ye fyer, you must put in
but halfe yr quince at first, and when it is well melted put in ye other halfe of yr quinces with
ye iuyce of a nother quince, and a little more of your suger, and boyle it as fast as you can,
still stirring and beating it well, the quince you put in at last doe but just pare as you put in,
and when it is ready to take up put in the last of your suger.

7. To make Jelly of Pippins



Take a dozen fine pippins, pare them and slice them Cores and all, put to them a quart
of faire water, and let it boyle to a pint then let it run through a canuis strainer, and put to that
jelly 3 quarters of a pound of refined suger, boyle it till it bee cleane skim’d, then take the
rind of 2 orringes the bitterness being boyld out, and cut it in to little threeds and put it into ye
jelly of pippins let it boyle a bout a quarter of an hower then put in the Juyce of two orringes
and one Lemon but according to your tast, when it is almost boyled put in some musk20 and
Ambergreece in a little tiffiny when it is jelly take it up. But you must boyle the Gelly very
quick all the while.

8. To make jelly of Quince



Ye Lady Bedford21
Take to a pinte of pippin water a pound of Dubble refined Suger and halfe a pound of
Quince, par boyle your quince, and cut it in such peeces as you desire to have it, and when
your sirrop is cleane scumed, put in yr quince boyling it as fast as you can till ye quince bee
cleere, and ye sirrop jelly pretty thicke, then lay ye quinces at the bottome of ye glass, and
18

See Glossary for ‘stove’.
See Glossary for ‘cutt’.
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Probably meaning nutmeg.
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Added in left margin. See also B61 and B84.
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power ye jelly on it, but save some of ye jelly to put on it when it is cold, if you tye up your
quinces in tiffiny your jelly will bee much the cleerer.

9. To preserve white Quince in jelly
First core your Quinces, then parboyle them, and take theire full weight in suger, then
make a sirrop and clarify it, then sow your quince in tiffiny and boyle ym as fast as you can,
when you think them inough take them up and cutt them in to peeces, the bigness you desire
to have them of, then boyle your sirrop till you thinke it will jelly, and so put it to ye quinces,
if you feare the sirrop will not jelly enough take some of ye quince seeds and steepe them in
water and put in 2 or 3 sponfulls, elce a little jelly of pippins.
10. To make Jelly of Cherrys preserved whole



Take an Ale quart22 of water, then take a pound of greene Pippins, and a pound of
well collerd Cherrys and pull of ye stalks of them, and breake them between yr fingers in to ye
jelly, with 9 ounces of suger, and boyle ym till they come to a pint of liquor, then straine it
into a Gally pott, set it on ye fire a gaine in a silver bason, and put in ye pound that you meane
to preserve after you have stoned them, keepe it boyling so fast that you cannot see on cherry,
it must boyle before you put them in, and all ye while it is boyling you must shake ye bason
up and downe, and put in as much suger, as will make yr 9 ounces a good pound, put in ye last
suger while it is boyling, and when it is boyld up to a jelly, put them in marmalet glasses, on
by on and power the sirrop on them: some of it not till it is cold.

Figure 9; To make Jelly of Cherrys
22

Word / phrase not understood. See ‘Quart’ in Glossary.
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11. To preserve the single Quince in Jelly
First take a handfull of ye kernels of quinces that have most jelly a bout them and put
them over night in to a poringer of spring water, then take a faire yellowish greine collerd
quince, and that will cutt tender like an apple, Core and pare it clean and put it into a skilit
that will hold but on quince, then have ready your suger beaten, and set it over ye fyre wth yr
quince, and ye water and keepe it boyling as fast as you can, and when you percive your
quince to bee tender and cleere then take it up, and put it in to ye glass you meane to keepe it
in, and crush it downe with ye back of a spoone, then straine a bout 2 sponfulls of ye jelly
from the kirnells into the sirrop, and when it hath boyld, and is scumd cleane put yr quince in
to the skillet a gaine and let it boyle, halfe a dozen walmes, you must keep it still shaking
least it burne then take it up and put it in to your glass and power all the sirrop on it, then
crush it downe as before, and when you serve it up let that side bee upermost was lowest in
the glass, because of the jelly about it wch you may doe by rounding it with a knife and
turning it on the plate, and for the better keping of it beshure to have a great deale of sirrop,
for it will have a cote on it often which you must take of, you should have 2 ounces of suger
more then yr quince was before either pard or cored.
12. To dry all kind of fruit naturaly, as thay are wth out suger
Take Small Ale wort the quantity of a quart and put into it halfe a pound of pouder
Suger, and put it into a bason, and beate it wth a birch rod togather till the suger bee all melted
then prick your fruite, and rest it in that Sirrop cold then take them up and lay them on a lettis
or twiggs, and so put them into an oven on a fagot halfe a foote from the bottome some times
turning them, and when they are dry like a figg, box them up to keep.

13. To dry Barberys white
Take the fairest barberys you can get before they turne red, and stone them, and as
you stone them put them in faire water, then make a thick sirrop of faire water and halfe their
weight in Suger, and boyle them in it till they look Cleere, then put them in a gally pot wth
theire sirrop So let them stand 2 days, then take them out and put them into a thick sirrop,
made wth theire weight in suger while it is hott, boyl it to a candy hight, and so let them stand
2 days more, then warme them and lay them on glass plates, and set them into a stove to dry.

14. To dry Cherrys
Take Cherrys and Stone them, and put them in a pott in the oven and Suger to them,
after the bread is brawne and let them stand all night, then take them out and lay them on
sives. and set them into the Sun or oven to dry them, then you may put more Cherrys into ye
Sirrop and doe as a fore sayd, and let it bee Sweet enough, you may doe it the third time.
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15. To dry white Cherrys
Take your Cherrys when they begin to looke Cleere, stone them Loosning the Stone
from the Stalke wth a pin, then weigh them and to every pound of Cherrys take 3 ounces of
suger, finly beaten and put yr cherrys wth a spoone into your skellet, stirring it altogeather wth
yr hand the cherrys suger and as much water as will couer the bottom of yr skellet and sett it
on a very quick fyer, stirring it wth yr hand as long as you can suffer it. and afterwardes
lightly wth a spoone, all the while let it boyle as fast as you can till thay begin to srivell, and
most of them bee tender, then take them of ye fyer and put them in a gally pott wth ye sirrop
but cover them not till they bee cold, so let them stand 12 or 14 howers. then put them in
shuch a sive as you make oate cakes wth all, and let ye sirrop drayne from them, then take 5
ounces of suger and as much water as will just wett it, and make a sirrop, boyle it till it will
fall thick from ye spoone, then put it hot wth yr cherrys in a pott. and let it stand as before,
you must set the pott on embers stirring ye cherrys till you thinke they bee warme, but let
them not boyle, then take them up and wipe of ye sirrop and put them on glass plats, with ye
holes downe wards, then set them in a warme stove and keepe ym in a temprate heate 10 or 11
howers then take them out and put ym on Cleane Plats, the same sids downe, ever wiping of
ye sirrop of wth your hand, washing and drying yr hand often, when you shift them close ye
holes in the midle and flat ym as much as you can, smooth ym with your fingers and turne the
other sides downe and put them on Cleane plats and set ym in ye stove a gaine, a bout 12
howers then take them out of ye stove and put them up Closse in Glasses, and so keep them
but not to neere the fyer.
16. To Dry any fruite after they are Presrved 
Take Pippins, Pears, or Plums, and wash them out of the sirrop they are preserved in
with warme water, and strew them over wth sercht23 suger as you would doe fish to fry with
flower, then lay them on glasses on by on, and set them in a stove to dry, as you candy them,
(wth all) you must strew on suger often in the drying.

17. To dry cherrys redd
Take ye ripest and fairest cherrys you can get, to a pound of cherrys stoned, take 5
ounces of suger beaten, put your cherrys, suger and water togather, just as you do for ye white
dryd cherrys, stir them with your hand, boyle ym as fast as you can keeping them close
coverd, and when they feele tender take them of and skime them cleane and put them into a
gally pott, cover them presently and so let them stand 24 howers, then put them in a sive and
let ye sirrop run cleane from ym and put ym on Glasse plats as Closs as you can well lay them,
and when that side is pretty dry. and ye sirrop looks red turne ye other sids on cleane plats,
flatting some and if you will you may keep some round, when they are dry put them close in
glasses, doe not over dry them for then they will be tough.

23

See Glossary for ‘sercht’.
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18. To make Pecterall Rooles24
Take 4 ounces of white suger candy sercht, 4 drops of oyle of Aniseedes, 2 thimble
full of Licorish beaten and serch’t, mixe these togather with gum dragon steept in red rose
water and beate it togather, and make them up in roles and dry them.
19. To dry Muskle Plums, or other Black or Red plums25
To halfe a pound of suger, take a pound of plums ston’d, and a little water, when you
have made and skimd ye sirrop lett it stand till it bee cold, then put in yr plums, and set them
on ye fire. and let them stand but till they begin to crack but not boyle, then take out ye
plums. and put them into a gally pott from ye sirrop, and power ye sirrop on them, put them
into ye stove till next day, then doe as you did ye day a fore, but let them simber a little, ye
third day boyle ym up and let them stand 3 days in ye stove, then take out ye plums and lay
them on glasses. and turne them every day on dry plats, and when they are dun enough wipe
ym throughly with a wett clotth, and so let them stand in ye stove till they bee through dry,
and then put them up in glasses.

20. To make oringe Marmalet
Preserve your oringes but halfe, then take them out of the sirrop, and pound them in a
stone morter very small and then put into the sirrop a gaine, so boyle it till it bee something
thick, then put it into glasses, if it doe not cut well. set it an hower or two in a stove, you
must put musk26 in to it.

21. To Dry Greene Plums



My A. Gros.27
Take ye fairest greene plums when they bee perfect greene the Imperiell plume is ye
best, but for want of that, any other good great white plume, and your black plums will doe
well if taken in time, set your posnet on the fyer wth water, and when it boyles take it of let it
coole a prety while, then put in your pulmes28 and cover ym close, so let them stand of the
fyer till the water be but warme, keepe them on a cole or two that the water may be but just
warme and when they will pill, take them of and pill them, then put them into the same water
a gaine and let them stand close covered as before, let them sibber, then take them of and
keep ym in a continual scalding heate, till they bee perfect greene. and only kept warme to
greene, they will perhaps bee 3 or 4 howers a greening, when they are perfect greene, Take to
on pound of plums wch must bee wayde bee fore they be coddled, 2 pound of suger and a
quart of faire water, every pound must have a pint of water to it, when you clarifye your
suger. put your water and white of egge togeather in to a posnett, but first you should beat the
egge and water togather, before you put in your suger with a birch rod, and then put in your
suger unpounded for it will melt fast enough, set it on a very good fyer let it boyle as fast as
24
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you can, almost a quarter of an hower, then take of the Scume, and straine it through a thick
course napken into an earthen pan, wash your posnett, then set it on a gaine wth yr sirrop, on a
great fyer, let it boyle till yr sirrop bee very thick till it come come29 to a Manns Christy30,
which is if you take it betwene yr fingers it will run as small as a haire, then put in yr plums
and let them boyle leasurly, some 5 or 6 walms of your plums will beare it wth out breaking
or that they will not bee a sad greene, then scume them and put them into a Gally pott with
theire sirrop. Cover them not till they bee cold, so let them stand 3 days or more, for you may
either keepe them wett or dry them, at any time of ye yeare, after 3 days you must when you
dry them boyle your sirrop and put to them hott, and when they are cold cover them. and so
let them stand 2 or 3 days more, or as long as you will, then lay them in a stove to dry, and
after a day or two that you have turnd them wash of the sirrop of them, by on and one, in a
little water as hott as you can suffer yr hand in it, lay them out a gaine and when they are dry
on both sids, put them into papers, and doe more in the same sirrop as long as theire is any.

22. To make Aprycock cakes



Take aprycocks and scald ym till they bee very tender, then open them and scrape all
ye pap from ye skin, and waygh to a pound of it a pound of suger, boyle ye pap very well by it
selfe then pound ye suger, put to it a quarter of a pint of water. and boyle it to a strong candy
height, then put ye pulp a mongst it and stirre it very well, and put in two graines of musk,
these being well mixt. let it stand a reasonable while to coole, then take it up by sponfulls,
and lay it on glasses set it into a stove 2 or 3 howers, as you see them dry turne them.

23. To dry oringes
Cutt your oringes in halvs the round way of the oringe, and lay them in water and salt
3 days, shifting ym once a day pare them when they have bin watred, and wring out ye juyce
and pick out the kirnells, then boyle them in a great pan of water, shifting ym into warme
water, till ye bitterness bee out, then take to every pound of oringe a pound of suger and a pint
of water, then make your sirrop and when it is cleane skimed put in your oringes, the meat
being cleane out and so boyle them in ye sirrop, almost as you would keepe them wett, turne
them with the holes downe, and presantly turne them up a gaine for if ye edges lye long
downe they will looke white and ill, then put then in a gally pot wth theire sirrop 3 days then
take out ye meate out of them, and take two pound of oringe and a pound of suger, and make
it into a resonable stronge sirrop and betwene hot and cold put yr oringes into it turning them
as before, but often remooving them and let ym boyle till the sirrop bee very thick, then take
them of and when they have Cool’d a while, lay them on Glass plats wth there edges downe
and power Sirrop on them, and set ym in a stove to dry turne them not untill they are dry on
the top but shifte them on dry plats once a day, you may doe Lemons in the Same Manner,
but that your Lemons must be cut in halfs ye long way before they bee watred, and it is better
to Scrape then pare them So you goe not to neere, then you must put them in Cold water after
they are boyld tender, before they are put in to the Sirrop.

29
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‘come’ is repeated at end of one page and beginning of next.
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24. To Make oringe Cakes
Take your oringes and pare the rind very thine of them, cutt them in halves, then cut
out the little white Core and ye seeds leaving all the meate wth in ym. lay ym in water 3 days
and 3 nights, shifting them every Morning and night, weygh to every pound of oringe a
pound of suger and a pint of water. then Clarify it wth the whitte of an egge, when it hath
boyld reasonable cleere straine it through a Canvis Strayner, then take the oringes and put ym
into the same sirrop and 2 or 3 pippins and preserve them untill they bee halfe preserved, then
take them out from ye sirrop. and beat them in a stone morter altogeather very small untill
you can find noe lumps in it, then boyle it till you see it looke very cleere, then put in a little
musk and let it boyle 2 or 3 walmes, then take ym out wth a spoone of ye bigness you would
have ym and lay them on plats, then set ym in a stove being warme but not to hott, then let
them stand 2 howers, when you see ym a little dryed on the top. then turne them on fresh
plats, if you find them to thine lay on upon a nother, and so continew twice a day putting fire
until they bee dry.

25. To make white past of quince
Take yr quinces and core ym and put ym into a kettle of hott water, and parboyle them
very tender, that they may straine, then pare and core them cleane, and to a pound of quince
take a pound and 2 ounces of Suger Set yr quince when you have strayn’d it in a Silver dish
on a chafing dish of coles to dry, and put yr suger being finly beaten into a posnet wth little
more water then will wett it, Set it on a soft fyer till it bee melted, then boyle it to a Candy
hight, and mingle yr pulp wth yr sirrop, and boyle it till it will stand then power it out on a pye
plate and set it in stove to dry and when it is dry cut it into what formes you please.

26. To Make oringe cakes
My Aunt Grosnen31
Take yr oringes and pare them very thinne, cut them in halves and take out all ye seeds
and lay ym in water a day or 2 shifting the water twice a day, then set on a kettle of water, and
when it seethes put in yr oringes, and let it boyle untill the water bee bitter, then have more
water ready warmed to put them them32 in to, and lett ym boyle shifting them till the water
comes from them wth out any bitterness, then take them out. pick out the strings, and pound
yr oringes in a Stone Morter, and to a pound and 3 quarters of oring you must take a quarter
of a pound of pulp of pippins, and 2 pound and a quarter of suger, well pounded, put it in a
posnett wth as much water as will something more then wett it. and when it is melted boyle it
to a candy hight then mingle yr pulp wth it, being first dry’d in a silver dish on a Chafing dish
of coles, when you have mingled it boyle it till it will stand, put in some musk and
ambergreece then lay it out on plats in round cakes and set them in a stove to dry.

31
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Figure 10; To Make Oringe Cakes.

27. To make Past of Oringe
Lay them in water as you doe for marmalet and boyle them so, but pare ym a little
thicker, when you have taken out ye seeds put the oringes in a strayner and squise out the
thine liquor from them then beate them in a stone morter, and straine them then weigh them
and to a pound of yr pulp, take a pound and 2 ounces of duble refined suger, then sett ye pulp
on coles to dry till you have made ye sirrop, and boyle it til a drop will come clean from ye
plate, then temper ye pulp with ye sirrop by degreese that it may not clott, then set it on ye fyer
a gaine, still stirring it, and let it boyle a pace till it is enough, that is when a drop will stand
on a pye plate, and when it hath stood a little, sett it in a stove to dry, then cut it as you doe
other past.

28. To preserve Red Raspis



Pick out as many of ye worst Raspis as you thinke will make sirrop for the best and
fayrest that you have, boyle those worst a little while and straine them, then take ye weyght of
that iuyce and of those respas you mene to preserve, in duble refin’d suger, and make a Sirrop
with it and the iuyce, and when it is clene skimd let it boyle as fast as you can, till ye sirrop
bee very thick, then put in your raspas and let it boyle 3 or 4 good walmes till ye sirrop will
27

jelly and the raspas looke clere, then take them of and when they are cold glass them.
white Respes, or Currance you may preserve just as you doe the Red, but that you must make
the Sirrop for them with water, and the Currance must be Ston’d.

29. To preserve Oringes or Lemons
First boyle your oringes very tender in 3 waters, then grate them lightly on a grater
not going to neere, but only to doe of the outward rind then open them and take out the midle
core and the seeds cleane, then lay them in water 3 days shifting them every day in fresh
water, then take to every pound of oringe a pound of suger. and make your sirrop with a pint
of water and the suger, boyling the sirrop till it bee cleane skim’d, then put in the oringes and
boyle them a quick pace, until they bee Cleere and the Sirrop a good thickness, at the last
boyling put in some Musk.

30. To Preserve Red Roses
Take red rose buds, cut of the whits33 and a little of the tops and sift them cleane from
y seeds, and to a pound of roses put 3 pints of water, and boyle it a great while. till the
leaves bee very tender, then put into them halfe a pint of red rose water, and 3 pounds of lofe
Suger beaten and searcht, and let them boyle till they will creame on the top, so put them into
potts and they will keep 2 or 3 years well.
e

31. To Preserve any Plumes
To a pound of Plums take a pound of suger beaten, put just as much water to it as will
wett it, then set it on the fyer and let it boyle to a good height, then take it of. and put yr
plums into it, being wipt and slitt a little in ye side, let them stand and heate a little. then take
them of, if they bee white plums doe not cover them till they bee cold, so let them stand all
night, next day warm them a gaine, and so for 2 or 3 days you must heate them and at last let
them boyle a little, and when your Sirrop is all Jelly take them up. and put them in Glasses.

32. To preserve Damsons



Take to yr damsons there waight in Suger being finly beaten, then set a pot of water
on ye fire, and put some Damsons in a silver Canne or flagon, and let ym stew, power a little
of ye sirrop into the bottome of that Dish you meane to preserve the Damsons in then wipe
them with a faire Cloth, slitt them in the seame and prick them all over, lay the on part of ye
suger in the bottome of the Dish and set yr plums on by on, wth ye stalks up ward, in that
Suger, when they are all sett Cover them wth ye rest of ye suger, and power a little more of ye
sirrop in many places on them, so cover them and sett ym on ye fire, let it bee but a very soft
fire till ye suger is melted, then let them boyle close coverd some times skiming it as it riseth,
then take it of and let them stand in ye sirrop all night, and next day warme them a gaine, this
doe till the plums are enough and ye sirrop very thick, thus you may preserve any black or red
plume.
33
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33. To make quince Cakes
Take your quinces and par boyle ym, but have a Care they doe not crack, then pare
them, and scrape them, from ye core with a knife, and beate it very small with a spoone, and
to every pound of quince take 3 quarters of a pound of Suger, then set it on ye fire in a skellet,
and let it boyle a preety pace Still Stirring it, and when you find it comes cleane from the
Skillet, take it up and put it out on plates in what fashon you please and set it in a stove to
dry, but the fire must bee but a little at a time.

34. To Preserve Pound Citterne
Take yr Citterns as fresh and greene as you can get them, pare the outward rind very
thinne, then quarter them and take out ye seeds, then wash then very well and boyle them in
water and chang often in boyling, and let yr water bee hot you change them in, when they bee
tender. take them out of the liquor, waygh to a pound of them, a pound and halfe of suger,
beaten small. boyle your sirrop very well, keepe yr pill in warm water till your sirrop be
boyld, then put them into ye sirrop boyle them but on walme or two, and take them of ye fire
till the next day, then set them on the fyer againe, and when they begin to boyle take up yr
pill, and let ye sirrop boyle a little while and then put ye sirrop into the pills, and let them
stand all night, and then doe as you have dun before till you have dun it 3 or 4 times, then
take them up and boyle the sirrope, if there bee Cause.

35. To make marmalet of Damsons
Put your damsons into a silver flagon or earthen pot set it in a pot of boyling water
over ye fyer, let them boyle till they bee very tender, and will Straine, then Straine them
through a Canvis Strayner, and take to that pulp the weight in suger beaten; put it in a posnet
over the fyer and let it boyle till it will cutt34 when it is cold.

36. To make Oringe Marmelet
Take your oringes and pare then very well and thinne and rub them wth salt, and wash
it well a gaine, then cut them through the midle and take out all the juice and meate exceding
cleane, then boyle them in a kettle of faire water and while they are boyling in on water,
have a nother ready boyling hott to shift them in and to boyle them in 3 or 4 waters,
according as you like for bitternes, then dry them well wth a Cloth, and Cut them in little
square peeces, and put to every 3 quarters or orange, a pound and halfe of suger, but you
must only dip the lumps of suger in water, and noe more, then take pippins and slice them
core and all when they are pared, and boyle them with a little water, and when the liquor is
thicke straine it from ye apples and of that liquor put a quarter of a pint to the suger, then
boyle the orenges and that togather about a quarter of an hower, then take the meate and juice
that came for the orengs, and cut the meate on a Trencher with a knife very small, pick out
the seeds and strings, then put into the oringes a quarter of a pint of it, and halfe a quarter of a
pint of juice of Lemons, but before you put it in warme it a little in a poringer, and in a thinne
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piece of Laune boyle a little Musk and Ambergreece, to keepe it still boyling till it will jelly
pretty thicke, and then take it up.

37. To preserve Pippins Greene
Take yr pippins and scald ym but have a care you doe not break them, when they bee
scalded peele them and put them into the water a gaine, and let them stand till they bee turned
greene and ready to seeth, then take a pound of refin’d suger and a pound of Pippins and
make a sirrop wth halfe a pint of water, and when it boyles scume it, then take up your pippins
and with a bodkin make a hole quite through every on of them, then lay them in the sirrop.
and let them boyle softly. till then be allmost boyled enough, then set them by and let them
bee boyled up the next day, and put them in Glasses, if you like Ambergreece boyle it in the
sirrop. and put it on them.


38. To Dry Plumes
M: Lytt:

35

Take 3 pound of Plumes and stone them, then take a pound and halfe of suger. and
wett it preety well wth water, so set it ye fire wth ye white of an egge to clarify it, let it boyle
till ye sirrop bee pretty thicke, then take if of and coole it. a little while, then put yr plumes in
to it. and cover it a while, and set them on ye fire and let it bee ready to boyle, then take them
of a gaine. and let them stand as before till they are allmost cold then set them on a gaine and
let them boyle a little then take them of a gaine, this you may doe 4 or 5 times till they are
soft, then put them into an earthen bason, and let them stand 3 days, then boyle them a gaine
very well, and then let them stand 5 days more, and then lay them out on ye bottomes of
sives, shifting and turning them on cleane sives very often, dry them in the sun or an oven
very leasurly, when you think they are enough, take the worst of them and pill of the skinnes,
and put them in the middle of the others and close them well and let them stand a little while
in the oven, then wip the Clamines36 of them with a cleane cloth wett in warme water, so set
them in the oven till they bee enough.

39. To preserve Goosberrys Greene
Take Goosberrys a bout mid somer, and stone them. pick of the black heads then
scrape some suger on them, then take the weight of your goosburrys in duble refin’d suger,
and put a bout a quarter of a pint of water to a pound of suger to melt it then let it boyle and
scume it, and when it boyles a pace put in the goosberrys, and let it boyle so fast that the
sirrop may cover ye fruite, so let them boyle till you thinke they bee enough, but you must
still scume them, they wil quikly bee boyled, then put them in glasses, and keepe a little
sirrop to cover them a day after, but doe not tye them up of 2 or 3 days, they must be round
goosberrys and large ons.

35
36

Written in the left margin, presumably meaning ‘Mrs Lyttleton’s (recipe)’. See also A93, A97, A99, A100, B2.
Presumably ‘wipe the clamminess off them’.
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40. To make Cleere Cakes of Quince
Take yr Quinces pare them. and beate them in a stone morter, crush them through a
strainer and let ye juyce settle from it a night, then straine it through a flannen strainer, then
take boyled quinces and bruse ye pap of them with the back of a spoone through a strainer
and then take as much of it as you thinke fit, and put to the juyce, and take the weight of it in
suger, and put to it, and make it up like other cakes.

41. To make Apricocke chippes
Take a pound of Apricocks pare them and slice them in thinne slices then take halfe a
quarter of a pound of suger and put to them with a very little water, then let them boyle in a
silver bason that is not to bigge, let it boyle till it bee very cleere. and the sirrop come from
them, then take them from ye fyer, and let them coole and with a spoone take ye sirrop from
them, and put them in to an nother cleane bason, strewing half a quarter of suger on them
being finely searst, strew it very gently. for feare of breaking them till the suger bee melted,
put them noe more over the fire but lay them on a glass with a bodkin, and set them in a stove
and suger the other sides of them, they must not bee neither very ripe nor very greene.
thus you may doe quinces.

42. To preserve Citternes Greene
37

ET

Quarter the Citternes and take out ye meate, and the rind thinne then rub your rinds
with salt and lay salt on them all night, in the morning wash them in cold water, and set them
to boyle till they bee very tender, then lay them in water 2 days, shifting them twice a day,
then make your sirrop with some rinds of lemons boyld in it, this being cold lay your
Citternes in, you must take 2 pound of suger to a pound of Citternes, the next day take out yr
Citternes, and boyle and skime the sirrop a gaine for 9 days you must doe so. and put it not
in till the sirrop bee cold, but the last day put in the Citternes while the sirrop is warme, and
boyle some quarterd Pippins in it.

Figure 11; 'ET' and ‘To preserve Citternes Greene’

37

Initials ‘ET’ written in margin alongside title; meaning unknown.
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43. To preserve Aprycocks Greene
Take Aprycocks when the stone is firme in them, to every pound of Aprycocks take a
pound of suger, pare them very thinne, and slitt them up the seame as you pare them, and
then put them into cold water elce they will loose coloer, being pard put them in a skellet
with cold water. and set them on the fyre close coverd till your water bee scalding hot, then
take of and let them stand till they bee pretty coole, then set them on the fire again till the
water bee scalding hot, then take them of a gaine till the water bee somewhat coole, the water
must never be more then scalding hott, and so a little colder by degreese, till they bee as
greene and tender as you would have them, then take them forth and lay them in a dish and
strew some of the weigh’d suger on them, else they will presently loose culler, then put your
suger into your preserving pan. and to every pound of suger take a quarter of a pint of that
water the Apricocks weare scalded in, then melt your suger and put in the aprecocks, and
after a little boyling they will stone, and as you stone them put them into the sirrop a gaine,
and then being boyled a while take them out of the sirrop, and lay them in a broad silver dish,
and then boyle the sirrop to what hight you please, if you boyle it to little it will not keepe,
you may put in to these a graine of Ambergreece and Musk if you please, power the sirrop
while it is hot on the Aprycocks and so let them stand till next day, and then put them up in
your glasses, there must bee but a very little musk put in.

44. To make Cherry Marmalet
Take a pound of Cherrys and pull them of the stones, then put them in a skellet, then
let them boyle in theire one iuyce till they bee tender and grow thick, and beshure to stirre
them that they doe not burne, then take halfe a pound of suger while your Cherrys are boyling
and clarify it, and boyle it til it threeds then coole it and put it into your Cherrys. When your
Cherrys and suger are well mixed and of a good thickness then glass it.

45. To make Jelly of Plums
Put your fruit in a pott and set it in a skillet of seething water, till the liquor come out,
then put it in a haire sive and let the liquor run from it, then take the weight of it in suger, and
wet it with water and boyle it to a candy height, and then put in the liquor. and stirre it till the
suger bee desolved, so glass it and set it in a warme place

46. Aprycock Chyps
First scald your Aprycocks, and then slice them in slices reasonable thicke, and take
the forth part in weight of suger, and boyle it to a candy hight and then put in yr chips, let it
stand of the fyre till the suger bee desolved into a thinne Sirrop and cold then put them on a
little fyer. and let them stand and scald a while, and this doe every 4 or 5 days to geather,
then take them out and dry them in a stove.
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47. To preserve Orings or Lemons
The oringes must bee cut wth a hole on the top so that you may just put in your finger.
and then get out the seeds very cleane, but leave in all the meate, then raspe them very
lightly, or you may pare them for chyps, then let them lye in water not a bove 24 howers, then
boyle them in water, and as it boyles a way have ready more hot water to supply it till they
bee very tender, then take some of that water they ware boyld in and make a thicke Sirrop,
and so put in your oringes and let them boyle a little, so take them up, if the sirrop bee not
enough, boyle it a gaine,
The Portingall oringes are best

48. To Preserve Pippins in Jelly
Boyle pippins and John appels38 cutt in faire water till they bee all mash, then straine
them, and take halfe a pint on that liquer, and halfe a pint of the palest white wine, put to it a
pound of duble refined suger, set it on the fyer and when it is scumed and ready to boyle put
in 3 quarters of a pound of the best and clearest pippins pared and cut cross ways 3 or 4
peeces of a pippin as they are in bignesse, put in a lemon pill which must bee taken out when
they are preserved, they must boyle fast and put in as they boyle the iuice of 2 Lemons, when
it is almost boyled put in peeces of oringe pill, which must first bee boyled in water, when the
pippins will looke Cleere and the Sirrop Jelly, tis enough.

49. Orringe chyps
pare your Chyppes of and boyle them tender in water, and boyle ye suger to a candy
hight, and put in ye chyppes and stirre them well to gather, and let them stand and dry on the
fyer, shaking them some times, and when they are dry put them in a box.

50. To Lay Aprycocks in Jelly
You must first weygh you Aprycocks against the suger after they are stoned. then
pare them, and scald them, and roule them in your suger, and put them eyther in silver or an
earthen bason, and strew a little suger in the bottome of it, and set them into the bason on by
on, and when you have pared them all and roled them in suger, strew suger all over them and
set them to geather sirrop, when they have sirrop enough to keep them from burning to the
pan set them on the fyer and let them heate gently and as they heate put on your suger by
degreese, if yr Aprycocks grow very soft you may take them out some times, doe so till yr
suger is all in, and the last time you put in suger cover them allover with suger and let them
stand all night, next day warme them throughly againe and they are enough, then boyle39 ^
Green
pippins sliced in faire water till they bee broke and then let it run though a strainer, and
to a pint of that liquor put 3 quarters of a pound of suger, and boyle it till it will jelly a little,
then when your aprycocks are warmed last take them out of the sirrop and put in the pippin
jelly to the Sirrop and let them iust boyle to geather to mingle, when it is cold lay it on the
Aprycocks, they must be dun with duble refined suger.
38
39

See Glossary for ‘John Apple / Applejohn’.
The word ‘Green’ has been added afterwards, above the line between ‘boyle’ and ‘pippins’.
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Figure 12; ‘... then boyle Green pippins ...’

51. White Quince Marmelet
Take a pound of duble refin’d suger and devide it in 3 parts, then punn a quince or 2
and straine the juyce from it, and put it in to a skilet and on part of your suger and when it
just boyles have ready, pared, cored and quartr’d, halfe a pound of quince and put it in, and
let it boyle as fast as it can, and when that begins to bee soft, have ready another halfe pound
of quince and put in, and the second part of the suger. and let that boyle fast to, then pare the
third halfe pound and put in, and the third part of suger, and boyle it till it bee so soft you
may put your bodkin through, and a little before you take it up, punn a nother quince or two
and straine in the iuyce, and when it hath boyl’d in a little and the last quince is soft, take it
up, the 2 first halfe pounds of quince will bee all mash and the last must lye in lumps, after
you begin you must have some to doe nothing but pare and punn for it will quickly bee ready,
and it must boyle mighty quick and fast elce the cullor will not bee so good.

52. To preserve Pippins
La: Barkly40
Take a pound of pippins pared, and sliced, the round way41 ^ pick out ye Cernells a pound
and halfe of suger, a wine pint and halfe of water, when your Sirrop is Scumed very Cleene,
put you pippins into it, and the pill of a lemon, which must be furst boyled in water, boyle
them up as fast as you can, when they bee almost boyled put in some iuyce of a Lemon42 ^ and
a oring, ready strained
which you must season to your taste, when they bee almost cold, put them up
in glasses.
You must cutt the slices of Apple pretty thick, and not cutt out the cores, but only pick out the
cernells,
and this way they will dry very finely, if you take some of the slices. So preserved, and doe
nothing at all to them, but take them out of the Jelly, and lay them on glass plates and dry
them in the sunne.
40

‘La: Barkly’ written in margin alongside title; presumably meaning that this is (Lady ?) Barkly’s recipe.
‘pick out ye Cernells’ inserted above the line, between ‘way’ and ‘a pound’.
42
‘and a oring, ready strained’ inserted above the line, between ‘Lemon’ and ‘which you must season’.
41
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Figure 13; To preserve Pippins

53. To doe Aprycocks
Make a candy of your suger and when it is coole put in your apricocks being pared,
and sliced as thinne as you can posibly, but doe not cut to neere the stone for that will not
looke pale and then keepe it boyling as fast as you can, till the slices looke very cleere and
then it is enough.

54. To doe Aprycocks
Take some aprycocks and cut them into a silver canne, and boyle it in water, and then
take the juyce that coms from them, and put in a boul halfe a pound of suger, and boyle it to a
sirrop, then put in a pound of Aprycocks cut in little slices as thinne as you can and let it
boyle a pace till they bee cleere and then glass it.

55. To Dry Cherrys
Take ye best Cherrys and stone them and take a pound of suger to 10 pound of
cherrys, and a pint of water, mingle the suger and water to geather, when your suger is melted
put 3 handfulls of red currances, ty’d in bunches. set this on a quick fyer, boyle it 2 or 3
heights and take it of and scume it, let it stand while tis cold, then put in yr Cherrys. let them
stand a while, then set them over a slow fyer and let them coddle till they bee tender, then
power them into an earthen pan, and let them stand 2 days, then fill the holes with as much
liquer as they will hold, set them with the holes upermust on a sive, and set them in an oven,
after pyes are drawne. almost cold for 2 days.
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56. To make Almond Cakes
Take a pound of almonds and blanch them, and dry them well with a cloth, then beate
them w rose water not to fine, then put to them a pound of suger finly beaten, and mingle
them well to geather in the morter, then take the whits of 2 eggs well beaten and stir them all
togeather, and so lay them on waffors, what fashon you please and bake them on pye plats, in
and oven not hotter then for bisket when they are ready to goe into the oven serch a little
suger on the top of them, and on the plats before you set them on.
th

57. To make Spanish Pastillas
To a pound of suger finely beaten and shercht you must take a quarter of a ounce of
Ambergrees and a dram and a halfe of musk. First grind your musk and Ambergrees, in a
morter wth a little suger then have ready Gum dragon steept in rose water or oringe flower
water, and put on as much as will lye on a knifes point, to your Amber. and musk put to it a
sponfull of suger or 2 and grinde them well to geather. then adde to it more gum the quantity
of a walnut, and a quarter of yr suger, and worke it a good while wth your pestle, and so
continew beating it, and putting at times ye rest of your suger to it, and as it wears dry
moysten it with a little rose water until it bee of the stiffnes of past, but take heede of making
it to moyst, so make little cakes of it, and lay them on by on, on white paper, marke them wth
a seale, they will bee dry in 3 or 4 days if they stand in a hott roome, it is best to make but
halfe this proportion at a time, for it will requier a great deale of labour before it comes to
perfection.

58. To make Knotts of Almonds
Take a pound of Almonds blancht and beaten them very fine, then take a pound of
suger finly serch’t, and grind it with your Almonds and when they are very well ground
togeather, then put to them halfe a sponfull of Gum Dragon desolv’d in rose water, of musk
and Amber as much as halfe a pease, and the white of an egge well beaten, then mingle all
well togeather, and put it in a dish on a soft fyer, and there let it stand sturing it till it will
worke like a very limber past then role it out into small long roles, and cast it into knotts, and
lay them on papers, oyl’d with oyle of Almonds then set them in an oven on pye plats, let yr
oven bee noe hotter then for bisket, and as soone as they are well rays’d take them out and set
them in a place they may dry, you must serch a little suger to makeum of43 and when you take
it of the fyer, let it stand till it bee cold, and then beate it wth a roling pin before you cast it
into knots, you may put in what seeds you please.

59. To make Pippin Cakes
Take jelly of pippins, and the weight in suger, make a hard candy, and then power in
the jelly and let it stand warme on the fyer, to melt the suger, then halfe fill your glasses, and
let it stand till tis cold, then lay on them long slices of oring pill, that weare boyl’d tender and
then preserved in a little candy, and when you have lay’d them, fill up your glasses with your
jelly, and dry them in a stove.
43

‘makeum’ not understood. OED has ‘makedom’ as obsolete Scots meaning ‘form’ or ‘shape’ that is possibly relevant.
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60. To make Apricock Chips
Take the redest Apricocks, when they are almost ripe, and cut them round like a
lemond. almost to the stone, then beate some of the finest duble refined suger, and strew
sume of it on the bottom of the bason So lay the Apricocks, and strew some suger upon them,
you must lay noe more apricocks then will cover the bottome of the bason, then power a
spoonfull of water on them, then set them on a chafing dish of coles and boyle them up quick,
and as they boyle strew a little of yr beaten suger upon them, and when they looke cleere take
them out and lay them before the fyer that ye liquor run from them, as they dry shift them,
and serch suger on them in dishes, when they are shifted once or twice, put them in the sunne
and shift them still strewing suger on them, till they are dry.

61. To make Oringe Cakes
Sis Packington



44

Take good oringes and boyle the rinds tender in severall waters that they may not bee
bitter, then pick out all the meat as small as possible from ye skins or seeds with a bodkin,
then way it wth the suger ^ which must be duble refined. and the orange piles when they are boyl’d must
bee dryed with a cloth and scrapt a little, but not to thinne then shreed as small as may bee,
then weigh it with more ^ duble refined suger, then make a candy of that suger and when it is
reasonable high, put in ye oring pill, and some musk and Amber. and a little jelly of pippins,
and some suger must bee a lowed in that candy for the weight of it, then let it stand on a little
fyer, that may keepe it warme to cleere but not boyle then make a candy of the suger that you
weigh’d with the meate of orange, and stir it togeather, and let it stand to cleere, ^ on a gentle fire
then power them all togeather, and let them stand on a soft fyer that it may not boyle, but
cleere, and thicken, then put it in cleere cake glasses, and set them in a store to dry.

Figure 14; To make Oringe Cakes

44

‘Sis Packington’ written in left margin alongside first line.
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62. To make a Marchpane
My Granmother

45

Take 3 pound of duble refined suger and the same weight of ye best Almonds, pound
your suger very small, and serch out on halfe of it through a very fine close sarch; wash yr
almonds and lay them in cold water alnight, then blanch them in cold water shifting ye water
some times, then pick them cuting of that is naught, and dry and dry ym on a faire cloth a few
at a time, as you pound ym beat ym on by one with downe right blowes for feare of oyling, till
you have brused them all, put not a bove 10 at a time in ye morter, and as you take them out
wth a spoone put ym in a silver dish, or vessell, then mingle them with the coorsest of yr
suger; you must have a peniworth or two of gum dragon ready steept in rose water and
strained through a fine cleane cloth, then put into yr morter 3 sponfulls of your mixt almonds
and suger at a time, beate it a little while in every place of it then put a little of the Gum with
a knife on ye end of the pestle as you see cause, when it is pounded enough, roule it up gently
with a spoone in ye morter and lay it in a silver dish, this doe till you have pounded all, then
take out of yr sercht suger into a silver boule 10 sponfulls or more if you can spare it, which
you must keepe to ice your Marchpane with, work up your stuff with yr sercht suger into what
shape you please, it is best to make yr Concipts for your Marchpane and bake them the first
day, but then you must pound noe more of yr stuff at that time then will make them; for it
will dry to much in keeping; the next day pound the rest of yr stuff for the bottom of your
Marchpane, roule it out of what bignes you think good but not to thine, put it on Marchpane
wafor, which must bee gumed to geather and cut round of ye bignes you would have it. with
an under bottome of white paper sowed togeather and good store of suger strewed betweene
ye 2 bottoms, you must always worke up your stuff for ye concipts on white paper, and befure
you make not your Marchpane to bigg for your oven. which must be noe hotter then you can
suffer your hand in it; then set yr Marchpane on the bottome of a sive into the oven, and
when it is very well risen and not scorcht take it out, and with your Iceing, which must be
beaten to geather a good while before, with as much good rose water wherin musk hath been
steept as will make it as thick as pap, Ice the bottome of it alover and spread it abroad with a
bunch of feathers as fast as you can, then set on your Concipts. and set it in the oven a gaine
so that to rise and whiten, then take it out and stick it all over with the longest and whitest
limon cumfits and straightest you can get, strew it full of biskets then set it to coole, the next
day guild it.

63. To make Chips of Apricocks
Take your Apricocks before they bee full ripe, pare and cut them into peces of what
bignes you please; then to a pound of Apricocks take a pound of suger finly beaten, devide it
into 2 parts, then take halfe of that suger and put it into your pan or bason, and then lay in yr
Apricocks and the rest of that parte all over them and let them stand till the suger begins to
melt, then set them on a Chafing dish of Coles and let them boyle, turning them till you see
them looke cleere then take them of, and let them stand a day or 2 in that Sirrop, then take
them out and lay them to run on plates, and with the other halfe of yr suger, make a good
thicke sirrop as you doe for a candy, and whilest tis hott, put in your chips and let them lye in
that sirrop 3 or 4 days, warming them once or twice, the last time take them out and lay them
on glasses. and set them in a stove. turning them till they are dry.

45

‘My Granmother’ written in left margin alongside title.
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64. To preserve white peare plums or other plumbs
To a pound of the fairest Plumbs, take a pound of duble refined suger, beaten very
fine, put 3 parts of it into yr pan, and put as much water to it as will a little more then wet yr
suger, then set it on the fyer, till it bee hott and growes thinn, then take it of and put in your
plumbs, first giving them a little slitt in the seame, then set them on the fyer. and let them
scald a while and when they begin to bee soft, then let them boyle preety fast that they looke
not there cullor; and in the boyling strew on the rest of the suger by degreese as they boyle
up, which will much cleere them; and when you thinke they are enough, take them of and let
them stand till they are almost cold; then put them put them46 up; and put the Sirrop on them.
which will bee a fine jelly.
You may if you please wett your suger with some of the liquor of the plumbs; but if you doe
so it will bee apt to grow high cullord unless you boyle it up very quick.

65. To make Apricock Cakes
Take yr Apricocks and pare and cutt them into a silver canne and tye it up close and
sett it in a pott of boyling water, and then when they are dun enough, power it out into a haire
sive, and let all the cleere run from it, then put the pulp in to a candy made of the same
weight of suger and dry’d to suger a gaine, then stirr it all togeather letting it stand on a soft
fyer to melt the suger and not boyle, as you would doe for cleere cakes, then set it in your
stove in glasses to candy.

66. To Candy Angelico
Take yr angelico and slitt it open. and take out ye long strings out of the in sids of the
peeces, then lay it in water alnight wth a handfull of salt. then boyle it tender in faire water,
and pill it, then plate it in plats, take the weight in Suger of yr angelico afore it is watred, and
lay a lay of suger. and a lay of angelico, till it bee all layd in, the first and last laying must bee
of Suger, thus boyle it up to a candy hight, often taking it of ye fyer and shaking it, let not
your candy bee to high before you lay it out, when you use ye spoone be carfull you stirre not
ye angelico as little as you can for breaking it and every lay must lye the same way.

67. To make Suger of Roses or Violets
Gather the rose buds and cut of all the whits, and pick all the white and withar’d
leaves a way, and put the best leaves in a sive and put the sive in an oven when the bread is
drawne, and let ym stand a while, then take them forth and turne them and set them in a gaine,
doe this till they bee very dry, then keepe them in a narrow mouthed glass being very dry and
stopt very close, when you would use them set them the night before into the oven a gaine
and when they will pound, grind them in an aliblaster morter, to fine powder and search it,
and then to gaine the couller you may put the flowers in a glass and wring into a little Lemon
as much as will make the powder cling togeather, then cast it into fine suger being boyld to a

46

Repetition of ‘put them’ in the original.
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hight, and then wett a plate and drop them into what fashon you please, note that you must
still keepe ye leaves neere the fyer.

68. To make Almond Jumballs



Mrs Milborne47
Take halfe a pound of Jordane Almonds48, lay them in cold water all night then blanch
them and beate them very fine with rose water, then take halfe a pound of lofe suger beaten
and searcht through tiffiny, mix a bout halfe of it with the almonds, with 2 graines of
Ambergreece and on of Musk finly ground; make it into a stiff past and roule it out with the
rest of the suger, and lay it in knotts on papers with sercht suger under them, so set them in yr
stove to dry; then beate the whites of 2 eggs well and mix with it a bout halfe a pound of
duble refin’d suger very finly sercht, (less then halfe a pound will serve) then beate it with a
wooden pestle till it bee as whitte as snow, then take out the knots (being hardned) and with a
penn knife cover on side with the white stuff, then set them in the stove to harden; when that
side is crusted take them forth, and cover the other side, so set them in the stove a gaine till
that bee hardned, then take them forth and keepe them dry for your use; they must bee
carfully roled that they doe not crack, and bee very even and in ye whitting of them there
must bee great care they run not in dropes and lye very Smooth, for they should bee as
smooth as glass and the peecing not seene.

69. To make Woormewood Cakes
Dry a pound of refin’d suger very small and put into it a little water noe more then
will wett it, and set it to boyle till it bee thick, then you must have ready a peece of hard suger
as bigg as a walnut, being dropt all over with ye Spiret of Woormewood. which will turne ye
suger yellow. yn bruse ye suger very Small, and cast it into ye suger that is boyling to ye
height, and stirre it well togeather and drop it on a plate in little cakes; let the plate bee a little
wett, to make them slip of, these cakes are very good to warme and comfort ye Stomacke.

70. Conserve of Oringe
Take oringe pills and scrap them cleane, and lay them in water 5 days or more and
shift them twice a day, then take 2 skelets of water, and when the water is ready to boyle put
in yr oringes and let it boyle till the water turne cullor, then shift them in the other skillet so
shift them 4 or 5 times, scuming them cleane, and let them boyle till they bee tender, then
take them up and let the water run cleane from them, then put them into a stone morter and
grind them as small as you can, then take a skillet and put rose water and suger to geather.
and set it on the fyer till the suger bee melted, then put your oringes into it. and ginger if you
please.
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‘Mrs Milborne’ written in left margin alongside title.
The term ‘Jordan Almonds’ has been used since at least the 1600s to refer to a confectionery consisting of an almond in a
sugar-coated outer shell – the recipe being made here and called ‘Almond Jumballs’. The ‘Jordan Almond’ in this recipe
seems to refer simply to the almond itself, imported from the Mediterranean area but not specifically from Jordan itself. A
‘jumball’ would normally refer to a biscuit or small cake, not a sugar-coated almond. It is possible that Anne Talbot has
made an error in this recipe, or in copying it from another source.
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71. To make Conserve of Raspis
Take your Raspis and straine then through a peece of Coushen Canvis then take as
much suger as the Sirrop wayes then beate your suger very fine and put it into a silver dish,
and put to it as much water as will moysten it, then set it on a chafing dish of coles and let it
boyle till it bee suger againe, then have yr raspis ready boyld, to put in to that hott suger, and
so stirre it well together, and set it for a month where it may come neere the fire, you must
boyle the raspis till they bee very thick.

72. Conserve of Cherrys
Take Cherrys and set them over ye fyer and put to them as much water as will keepe
them from burning, then when you thinke it is boyled enough straine it and set it on the fyer
againe, and to every pound of pulp put halfe a pound of suger, and so boyle up your conserve.

73. Conserve of Quince
Take 4 gallons of faire water and straine it through a peece of Canvis and take 4
pound of fine suger, and put it into the water, and take the whits of 2 eggs and beate them
well to geather, and put them in to the water. and set them on the fyer, and let them bee
quickly boyled and cleane skimed, then take it of the fyer and straine it through a woolen
cloth and put it into an erthen pott, then take a pound of quince and pare them as you pare
apples, put them into the sirrop and boyle them very tender; take part of ye sirrop and straine
it through a cloth into the pan, and set it on the fyer a gaine and boyle it till it begin to rise
from ye pan bottome, then take a little in a spoone and drop it on the bason side, and if it
stand like jelly take it up and glass it, then take yr thickest stuff and straine it through Canvis
and after a peece of lockerom49, and then set it on ye fyer. and boyle it till you see the
bottome of the pan, then take it up and let it stand till it is cold.

74. Conserve of Elicompane
Take Elicompane gathred in the later end of Feb or Sep, pick it and infuse it in 7
severall cold waters untill it hath lay of its extreme bitternes, then boyle water and fine suger
to a thine sirrop and when it is warme put in thine slices of Elicompane and so let it rest 3
days, then heat ye sirrop againe a little and let it rest 3 days more, and in the like sort once
more, then boyle the roots a little and take them out and boyle ye sirrop to a height, and lay
the slices in it.
75. Conserve of Burage Bugles or Scurvygrass50
Take the blossoms a quarter of a pound, and beate them fine, and put to it 3 ounces of
suger, then put it in a preserving glass in the sunne as you please.

49
50

‘Lockerom’ not understood; but see Glossary for possible explanation.
There are commas in the Contents but not here; this should say ‘Conserve of Burage, Bugles or Scurvygrass’.
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76. Conserve of Jellyflowers
Take of the red dubble Jellyflowers, and cut of the white, then take hard suger finly
beaten, and lay it of a preety thickness in the bottome of a preserving glass and lay some jelly
flowers on it, then a lay of suger. and a nother of flowers, this doe till all bee layd in; then tye
it up close. and set it in the sunn. till you see the suger, is all melted, but you must not let it
stand out all night.
77. Conserve of Damsons or Plums51
Take them and pick them cleane and set them over the fyer and put to them as much
water as will keepe it from burning, then when you thinke it is boyld enough straine it, and
when it is strained set it over the fyer againe, and to every pound of liquor take a pound of
suger and so boyle it to conserve; this is the best way to make conserve of Barberys or
Currance.

78. To make Sirrop of Woodsorrill
To a pound of suger beaten in lumps, take a pound of the juyce of Woodsorrill and put
it all into a preserving glass to settle 24 howers and then keepe the bottom back and put the
cleere to the suger, then let it stand as much longer, then cover it close and set it in a skillet of
hott water, that the sirrop may boyle, then scume it cleane and when you see it thick enough
for sirrop take it of; it is a great Cordiall and very good for the liver, and to bee given in hott
deseases.

79. To Make Sirrop of Maydenhaire
Take 2 ounces and a halfe of Maydenhaire, on ounce of best English Lickorish scrapt
and brus’d in a morter, then steepe them both in a pint and halfe of Spring water for 24
howers, after that set it on a gentle fire and let it boyle untill a quarter of it bee boyled away,
then straine out the liquor hard, disolve in the liquor 3 quarters of a pound of suger, and boyle
it to a sirrop.

80. Sirrop of Lemons
Take your lemons and wring out the juyce very well and strayne it then set it in a
silver dish on coles, and take your suger beaten small and put water to wett it and set it on the
fyer, and let it boyle to a candy hight, then take your juyce of Lemon of the fyre being hott
and put into your skillet, and stirre it well together, and so keepe it warm on the fire a little
while, but let it not boyle, when it is coole glass it.

51

Recipe 77 was originally numbered incorrectly as ’78’, and all subsequent recipes up to 91 were also numbered
incorrectly. The errors were subsequently corrected by writing over the erroneous digits and amending them.
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Figure 15; To Make Sirrop of Maydenhaire; number 80 corrected to 79

81. Sirrop of Mulberrys
Take yr Mulberrys and straine them then take theire weight in suger, and set it on the
fire with a little water. as much as will melt it and boyle it to a candy, then put in the juyce of
mulberrys and stirre it, and let it boyle till it bee a thick sirrop, when it is cold glass it.

82. Sirrop of Violets
Make your sugar to a candy, as the other; then have ready yr violets pounded very
well. and put it to yr sirrop and boyle it, and strayne it very hard; you must have violets to
make it very blew, and boyle it to a thick sirrop.

83. To Make Sirrop of July flowers
Take your best Clove July flowers, cut the whits from them, to a pound of flowers
take a pound and halfe of suger, putt them into an erthen picher puting a lay of the on, and a
lay of the other, then put in a quarter of a pint of Buglosse water, stop it close and set it in a
kettle of water till the strength bee well out, then straine them hard, next day let it boyle to
take the scume of, then wring in a little lemon juyce in to it, but you must adde so much suger
as may counter vaile the lemon elce it will not keepe all yeare, if you please when you boyle
it in the pitcher put in 2 or 3 cloves it will give it a good tast, if you will keepe the flowers for
salletts, doe not straine them to hard but only let the juyce run through a thinne strainer, and
whilst the flowers are warme put some white wine viniger to them and so keepe them for
salets.

84. To make Sirrop of Mints
Take a quart of mint water, and a quart of spirrite of Greeke wine, and the yelow rind
of 2 or 3 lemons, but beshure there bee none of the white, then lay a good bed of mints in the
still, then power the water, and wine and rind, to it, then put on the head of the still and past it
on very close, then set under your glass bottle of 3 pints, and put in your glass halfe a pound
of lofe suger, and let your water drop on it, tye a bagg of musk and amber in the glass.
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85. To make Sirrop of Violets
To halfe a pound of violets Cutt, you must take a pound and a halfe of lofe Suger, and
put in water to make it Sirrop, and set it on the fire, and boyle it to a Candy, then take your
violets being pounded as small as you Can, and put in to the Suger, and let it boyle and when
tis enough, take it of the fire and Straine it hard, and when tis Cold, glass it, it must Stand
neither neere fyer nor Sunn.

86. A Sirrop for a Consumption
Take 4 great handfulls of Cinicle, of Speedwell, Comphrye, Egrimony, wood bugle,
Bettony, Barley, roots and leaves, Bramble tops, unset hysop52, Ribwort, Scabious, Plantane,
Balme, woodbine, rosmary tops, Colts foot, and Mayden haire, Strawbery leaves, violet
leaves, and nettle tops; pick the leaves from the Stalkes and wash them in 2 or 3 waters, put
them into a flasket to draine then Stampe them in a Stone morter, and Straine forth the juice
into a bason, then take to every pinte a pound of Suger set it on the fyer, when the Suger is
desolved, have ready beaten to every pound of Suger, a white of an egge, you must beate the
egge with some of the Cold juice or faire water when you have beaten the egges and Suger
well togeather let it Stand over a Soft fire, Stirring it Continually till it bee Scalding hott that
the Curd may rise by degrees, take of the Scume and Straine the Sirrop into a bason, then put
it in to a Skillet, and set it on a Charcole fyer and let it boyle very fast, take of the Scume as it
riseth, you Shall know when it is enough by blowing the Sirrop in a Spoone and it will
Creame, you must bee very Carfull you doe not over boyle it, for then it will Candy, let it
Stand till it bee Cold in a bason, then put it into glasses and keepe it;
The Vertues:
It is good for a Consumption of the lunge, for a Cough, for all manner of inward Straines
or payns what so ever, and for the stoppage of the Stomack and breast;
if you take it for a Consumption put a sponful or to into a draught of broth, as the party is
able to beare it, if you take for a Cough, or Stopage, take it by it selfe;

87. To Candy Flowers
Boyle yr Suger to a Candy hight and then put in your flowers and have ready a Silver
bason on the fyer very hott and Cast yr flowers into it but you should first let the Sirrop run
from them through a Strayner, and then put them into the hott bason and when they have
dryed there, have ready another hott bason, and Cast them into that, and when they are well
dryed Shake them well in the basson that the Suger may goe the better from them;
88. The best way to Candy Cowsleps; or any flowers 
When you have Cut of the tops of your flowers, lay some suger in the bottome of yr
bason, and then a lay of Cowsleps, and so suger and when you have dun all set your bason on
52

Presumably Anne Talbot’s mis-spelling of ‘sunset hyssop’ – see “sunset’ in Glossary.
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the fyer, and lay a pye plate flatt on it, and let it boyle on the fyer a while, when you thinke
they are boyled enough, have ready on the fyer in a dish some dry suger, which must bee
made very hot, then take the flowers from the sirrop, and put them into the suger, and rub
them in the hott suger till they are dry.

89. To make Tincture of Carraways
Take a quarte of good Spirit of wine and put in to it a pound of Suger Carraways, and
outward pill of a Cittron, or in steed the pill of 2 Lemonds par’d very thinne, let it stand in a
warme place disolving a fortnight, then power it cleane of from the Seeds, and put in to it 5 or
6 leaves of Gould, and 6 graines of Ambergreece, hang the Amber in a little bagg, if you like
it you may put in a little musk, it will bee fitt to drinck in a month.


90. To make Conserve of Roses

you must Cut all the white of the bottome of the budes very Cleane. and then, take 3
times there weight in Suger, and furst punn the roses very well, and then punn your Suger in
with them by degrees; and so punn them boath together till it bee a fine conserve; it will
require a great deale of punning; and the older it is the better for use;

91. To Candy Angelicon
Cut yr Angelicon into lengths and wash it Cleane and put it into a pott of faire water
and boyle it, then take it up and pill it, and then set on sume more Cleane water. and put it in
againe and put in sume suger and salt, a little according to your discression, and then cover it
with a Cloth, and let it stand on the fyer to Greene, then take it up and let it draine the water
from it, then put it in a milke pan and strew some more suger on it, and so lett it stand all
night, and then boyle it with more Suger to a Candey and after lay it out upon plates, then set
it in to a stove to dry, and turne it as you see reason.


92. To Candy Angelicon

Cutt your Angelico in to Lengths, and slitt the bigest of it in two, and string it, then
boile it tender, then take it up and pill it, and have ready some more faire water scalding hott
to put it into, and sett it on a gentle fire to keepe it in a scald. but not boyle, and put in to it a
Lumpe of Allom and cover it closs. So lett it stand to greene, when tis green enough take it
out of the water, and let it draine from it, and take the waight of it in double refined suger, lay
it in a preserving pan with the suger and 5 or 6 spoonfulls of faire water, So let it boile a
reasonable time, then set it bye, & let it lye in the sirrop 2 days, then boile it againe till it be
enough, and the sirrop a good eal wasted, then take it out, and wipe the sirrop of it lightly
with your fingers, and lay it upon Glasses to dry, in the sunn, or a stove, turne it the next day
and twill be soone dry.
For Cakes, you may take the worst of your Angelico, and broken peeces, and Cutt it small,
and put it in to the sirrop you left, and boile it till it be pretty thick, and when tis allmost Cold
drop it in the little Cakes, on Plats or Glasses;
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93. To make Oring Cakes
Cos. Lyttletons
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Take the rinds of Good Oringes and boile them in severall waters till they be tender,
and all the bitter ness well gon out of them; pick all the meat Cleane out of them with a
bodkin from the skins and seeds. and make it as small as you can, Take the waight of it in
duble refined suger; when the pills are boiled enough drye them with a cloth, and scrape them
a little but not to much, shred them very small, then take the waight of them in double refined
suger; and you must have ready some pipen jelly. which you must allow the waight of Suger
to, To a pound of suger you may put halfe a pint of pippen jelly; then boile that suger. the
waight of the pills, and jelly to a candy haight, then put in the pills, and jelly, with some
muske, and Amber greece, and then let it stand on a gentle fyer, but not boile, till it looke
cleere; then in a nother preserving pan make a Candy of the Suger you weighed against the
oring meat, and then put that in to it; and let it stand on a gentle fier to Cleere; then mix them
all together, and when tis well mixt, and Cleere enough, put them in little Glasses, and sett
them in a stove to dry.

94. To make Cherry Marmelet



Take a pound of suger 3 pound of Cherrys, stone your Cherrys and set them on the
fyer, and boile them as soft as you can possible, put in but a little of your suger at first and by
degrees put it in, and when it is neere enough put in a little juce of green Goosberys, put not
in all the juce of your Cherrys if they be morella Cherrys you must put halfe theire waight of
suger.

95. To preserve Barberys
Sis. Kep
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Take a pound and halfe of suger, and 3 quarters of a pint of water, make a sirope, then
take halfe a pound of ripe Barberys the stones being picked out, when the sirope is boyled to
the height. that is when it will rope in the boiling, then put in your Barberys as the sirope is
boyling on the fire as fast as it can; when the Barberys have boiled a little, then take it of the
fire; and have in readynesse to put into it, juice of Barberys made as followeth, take better
then a pound of barberys stript from the stalkes, and put them in to a pott closs coverd, and
set it in to a kettle of seething water, and let it boile a quarter of an hower, then take out your
pott and straine your barberys throw a haresive in to a silver, or erthen bason for feere it
change couler, and boile that a quarter of an hower, put this in to your Barberys so stirr them
all to geather and skim them clean, when they be cold put them up, they must not boyle after
the juice of Barberys is put in.

96. To preserve Corrons in Jelly



pick the biggest Corrans stone them, to a quarter of a pound of them, take a pint of the
juice of Corrans that has bin stewed in a pott, and 3 quarters of a pound of double refined
suger, set on the juice and suger to geather, and when it has boiled, and is scumed Cleane put
53
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‘Cos Lyttletons’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. See also A38, A97, A99, A100, B2.
‘Sis Kep’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title.
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in the whole Corrans, boyle them till they looke clear; so put them in glasses. Stirring it
gently till it is cold elce they will not mingle well;
for to make plaine Jelly you must only make a Candy and put the juice to it, and so stir it on
the fire till it tis thickned enough, so glass it and sett it in a stove for a night or two;
and for Corran Cakes doe it the same way but you must putt the whole waight of suger to
them;

97. To preserve Goosberys



Ma. Lytt55
Take the fairest goosberys when they are at their full biggness, stone them in to water;
then stamp other goosberys and straine them and let the juice run throw a gelly bagg till it be
cleer as water, then put in 3 quartors of a pound of goosberys in to halfe a pint of this Liquor,
and set them in a basson upon the fyer. and let them boile as fast as can be. on good boyle or
two, then take your refined suger, one pound and a quarter good waight, and put to your
Goosberys, tis better if you reserve sum of your suger to strew upon them as they boyle, and
as soone as the Goosberys are in on the fyer make them boyle to the topp of the basson 2
good boyls it must be dun quick elce they will loose theire coler;
98. To preserve white Grapes 
Sis. Kep56
Take a pound of the Largest Grapes you can get, then picke them of the stalkes. And
stone them; then take some of the best Pippins and slice them the round way. Core and all.
after they are paired, and put them into a posnet of faire water, and boyle them till the water
will be a thick Jelly, then strain it out, and take a pint of that Jelly. and put it into your posnet,
and put to it a pound and halfe quartor of double refined suger. and set it on a sloe fier till it
be all melted. then boyle it up and scume it cleane and when tis all most Jelly enough. then
put in your Grapes. and boyle them a warme or two. that they looke cleere, then take them
of the fire and put them in white Glasses well dryed.

99. To make Jelly of white Currons
Cos. K. Lytt
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Take an Earthen Juge and putt two spoon fulls of River water in the bottom of it then
fill it up with white Currans before they are to ripe. Then Cover it with a duble cloth and tye
it up close, then set it in a pott of boyleing water and let it boyle a quartter of an houre or a
little more, then poure it of in to silver as much of the Juce as you can get, then put in two
spoonfuls of water as before. So cover the Juge againe and set it in the pott of boyling water.
and let it boyle a little while. then poure it of againe. So doe till you have the quantety you
would have then take to a pinte of the Juce a pounde of duble refined suger beaten and sifted.
put it to the Juce in a silver Cann. then set it on a gentle fire and keepe it sturing till all the
55

‘Ma. Lytt’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. See also A38, A93, A99, A100, B2.
‘Sis. Kep is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title.
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suger is desolved, then let it stand upon the fire and thicken but not boyle. but when it is
ready to boyle then scume it very cleane and let it rune throw a peece of muslin into your
Glasses;
but if you find it dus not cleere on the fire in a reasonable time if you let it have just on boyle
up it will not hurt it but cleere it;

100.

To preserve Raspus



Cos. K. Lytt58
Take the fairest Raspus, and to a pound of them take a pound of suger pounded and
sifted, then take some well cullerd Raspus and strain the Juce of them in to your duble refined
suger till it is melted and pretty thin, then set it on the fire. and when it is boyled and scumed
shake in the Raspus and let it boyle fast. till the sirrop runs all over them, then take it of, and
gentle shake them and set them by a little while, then set them upon the fire a gaine and lett
them boyle a little while. So take them of and set them on nine times, and then glass them
picking out all the whole Raspus with bodkins and placeing them in the Glasses till they are
full, then warme the gelly and straine it and put some upon the Raspus. The rest keepe till it is
cold and then cover them with it.

101.

Mrs Bordit To Preserve Gooseberryes



Take the Largest Duch goosberrys before they be cleare stone them and put them in to
water, take to each pound of Goosberryes a pound of duble refined suger sifted, draine them
from the water and stew suger in yr pan. Then lay in yr Gooseberryes one by one. and put in
more suger. then put to them halfe a pint of water for each pound of suger, then set them on a
slow fier till the suger be melted, then let them boyle up to the top of the pan almost half a
quarter of an houre, straning on the rest of the suger which you did not put on at the first, then
take them of the fire and put them in to the glasses as fast as you can with sume of the Jellye
the rest rune it throw a peece of muslin and keepe till it be cold and then put it on, the
Gooseberryes must be of the white kinde or they will not looke well, all the art is in the quick
boyling.

102.

To preserve Plums Greene



Take the fairest Plums when at thaire full bignes, and perfect Green, waie them and to
every pound of plums take a pound of good lofe suger, and to every pound of suger a pint of
water, sett more water on the fire. and when it boyles take it of and let it coole some time,
then put in the plums and cover them, and when the water is allmost cold set it upon a gentle
fire and let them stand and scald, and before it boyles you must be sure to take it of. and set it
by. Thus do continnually till you finde that the plumes will pill. Then take them out of the
water, and scrape of the pilling with little knives as fast as you can. Then put them in to the
same water a gaine and cover them. then set them on a gentle fire and let them stew, but
besure they do not boyle. then take them of and set them by and when you thinke them a little
coole set them on a gaine. So continew to doe till they are very Green, then take them up, and
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have ready made the sirop, put the plums into it hot, sett them on the fire and boyle them
uncovered 5 or 6 good warmes. if the plums will beare it with out breaking, then scume them
cleane and glass them and put in sume of the Jelly to them, the rest put on when it is almost
cold.

103.

To preserve Goosberrys Green



Take Red Goosberys when they are neare full groth before before59 they begin to
turne colour, stone them, weigh them, and then scalld them till you see a thin skin will Pill of
with a pin, when they are pilld put them into the same water againe, letting them be allways
on a scalld close coverd till thay looke green, then have ready the weight of them in duble
refined suger findly beaten and searched lay them in it one by one. Still strawing suger on
them till you have strawd in all, when you see the suger some what melted set them over the
fire, boyle them up till thay look cleare and will Jelly, then take them of the fire, and if you
please sture in some Juce of Lemmon which will Quicken the tast, and keepe them from
Candeying so put them up in Glasses.

Figure 16; Contents page for Section AB

59

Accidental repetition of ‘before’ in the original.
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Section AB
1a.

Couson Amphlits Resait for A great Cake60



Take 4 pound of flower well dryed; 3 pound of Butter rubed very well in the flower;
then take some nuttmeg cloves & mace & sweetton it to your tast; Six pound of currance well
pickt & dryed; a pint of Ale East; 20 eggs, halfe the whites taken out; the eggs must be
beatten well with orang flower wattor & near a pint of Sack; a quartor of a pint of cream; you
may put in what dryed sweetmeats you pleas; mix all those togather and let it stand halfe an
hower before the fire then put it into the rime; an hower & halfe will bake itt; then take some
of your whites of your eggs & a pound of double refined sugar finely sarched some perfume
beat itt well togather for a hour; when you have drawn your cake spread the icing on itt.
The allterrations
To beat the cake well with your hands till it will draw into little strings after it has
stood to heave then put in the frute and so put it into the rime and lett it bake till a nife comes
clear out of itt. Dont put itt any more in the oven but lett the heat of the cake drye ye icing on.

1b.

To preserve Cucumbers61

1. Take them small, about the bigness of a Little Lemon wch are preserv’d green.
2. Wipe, & Boyl them, but not too tender.
3. Then take the Cucumber up, & make an hole through them wth a large needle the long
way.
4. then pare them extremely thin.
5. Then green them, letting your water boyl, & take it off the Fire, and stir in a little lump of
Roch allum, & when ‘tis dissolv’d imediately put in your Cucumbers, & put them over a
Slow fire for an hour or two, ‘till the Colour pleases you. They must be close coverd thoh
not boyl.
6. and when green enough pour them gently on an hair sieve bottom, & weigh them.
7. To every half pound of Cucumbers put in their weight in double refin’d sugar, & a pint of
water.
8. Let them boyl slowly for a quarter of an hour at a time, doing this for three days.
9. Then take them out of this syrup, & drain them well on a sieve.
10. Then stick little Bits of green Citron, at the end where the stalks grow.
11. Put them in a syrup made of a pd of double refin’d sugar, & a pint of water, & some of the
Rind of Lemon cut thin, and the juice for want of the juice of White grapes.
11. 62Then put in your Cucumbers & let them boyl slowly for about half an hour.
12. Take out the rind of Lemon & put your Cucumbers in to glasses, & your syrup on them.
Often bruising a little mush, & put into the syrup tyd up in a muslin bag.
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The first AB recipe is numbered ‘1st’ in the original; it is shown here as ‘AB 1a’ for clarity. The handwriting appears to be
different from the previous section, and from the following recipe. See ‘Sources / Authors’ for more detail on the change in
handwriting and spelling. Semi-colons have been added for clarity; there is no punctuation at all in the original.
61
The second AB recipe is numbered ‘3’ in the original; it is shown here as ‘AB 1b’ for clarity. See ‘Sources / Authors for
more detail on the changes in style, handwriting and spelling.
62
‘Put them in a syrup…’ and ‘Then put in your Cucumbers...’ are both numbered ‘11’ in the original recipe.
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Figure 17; To make a great cake and To preserve cucumbers

2. To make Bisket63
Lady Lytt’s Bisket



64

Take a pound of fine flower, and a pound and two ounces of Good lofe suger, dryed
pounded and sifted, 9 yolks and 5 whits of Eggs well beaten with 6 spoonfuls of lofe water
halfe an houre to geather, then put in the suger and a few Carrawaie and Coriander seeds, and
beat all thes things togeather a bout an houre, then last of all when the oven is ready, put in

63
64

In the original recipe book there are 2 blank pages after ‘muslin bag’, before the recipes begin again with ‘AB 2’.
‘Lady Lytt’s Bisket’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title. See also A38, A93, A97, A99, A100.
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the flower and but just stire it well in that there be no chumpers65 but not beat it at all, but so
put it in the pans and bake it finely.
When the fire stone is white then the oven is of a rite heate and when the bisket is in and the
stone up you must watch all the time by looking in to them, and as soone as they are cullered
enough draw them for then they are baked;

Figure 18; Lady Lytt's Bisket



3. Tunbridg Cakes

One pound of flower, a quarter of a pound of butter, 3 ounces of suger, one Egg, a
little Cream, & half an ounce of Carraway seeds, mix it all together to a stif past, then role it
very thin, & make it in to little Cakes, bake them on tin plates.
4a. Syrrop of oraning or Lemmon Mrs Stubbes66



Take a pint of oraning juce, & two pound of Double refined suger, put it together in a
jugg, & set it in a kettle of water, & stir it till ye suger is quit disolvd, then take ye froth clean
off, & when cold Bottle it for use, when you mak it of oraning you must add a little juce of
Lemmon to quicke it, as soon as it is scumed, you may pare ye outward rind exceding thin, &
put it in, then a little of this in your punch will give it ye flaver of ye peel.67
65

‘chumpers’ not understood – presumably meaning ‘lumps’ but not found in OED in this context.
The fifth AB recipe, numbered ‘4’ in the original, is shown here as ‘AB 4a’ for clarity.
67
An additional loose sheet of paper has been added into the book with a small tack after recipe AB4. The following 2
recipes are written on the additional sheet, before the recipes continue with Section B.
66
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4b. To colour a calfe’s head68
Take a calfes head with the skin on, scald it, then bone it to lay it in soke in milk and
water, then dry it very well, have ready of sweet hearbs, cloves, mace, nutmeg, and as much
white peper as all the rest and twice as much salt 4 Anchoveys mixed very well togeather
with 3 yolks of eggs and thin slices of baken diped in and laid on the inside of the head & the
toung cut and laid on the thinn part of the head, if you pleas you may put in oysters & capers
and mushoms cut small and a little lemon pile, all which must be strued with in the coler, role
it closs and boyle it in a pickle with syder, water or vinager and watter, a onion, a bundle of
sweet herbs, make your sause as rich as you pleas, adding att the last creame to make it white,
your dish must be garnished with the braines and forst meat bals and backon, if you keep this
cold you must not put in any backon.

Figure 19; To colour a calfe's head and To make srub

68

The sixth AB recipe is also numbered ‘4’ in the original; it is shown here as ‘AB 4b’ for clarity. See ‘Sources / Authors’
for more detail on the change in handwriting and style.
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4c. To make srub69
Take 8 quarts of cider, set it over the fier with 8 pound of suger, if it be white suger,
let it boyle to a syrop and no more if brown beat the whits of 6 eggs and clarify it and run it
through a jelly bag when the syrope is cold, put to it as many quarts of brandy, but remember
that a fortnight before you make your syrop, cut into halfe your brandy 12 lemons then squess
them hard & mix the syrope and brandy all together in a little vessell shake it very well & tost
a pece of bread very hard and spread it over with yest and putt it in warme, if your vessel be
not full put in either white wine or cyder or brandy which you please.
sett it by closs stoped for 6 or 8 weeks & let it be fine before you bottle it, if it is not
fine lett it stand longer for it will be very fine.

Figure 20; To make Srub (continued)

69

The final AB recipe is not numbered in the original; it is shown here as ‘AB 4c’ for clarity.
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Section B
1. The wing Cake
La. Brawne

70

Take a gallon of fine flower ^ that is 4 pound well dryed in the oven, sift it after tis dry’d,
put in 4 nutmegs, a little mace, a quarter of a pound of fine suger serc’d, a little Ambergreece,
mingle these well in the flower, then rub in 2 pound of butter in to the flower, then take 8
yolkes of eggs and 4 whites and beat them very well, and put 4 sponfulls of sack to them, put
them to the flower with better then a pint ^ and halfe of new Ale–yest, strayned in; boyle better
then a pint ^ and halfe of creame and let it bee coole; you must have 6 pound of currance washt
and well dryed, and mingled in ye flower after the butter and spices are rub’d in, before the
yeast or eggs goe in; then with your hands mingle all togeather and lay it in a cloth, a little
flower’d before the fyer, it must lye an hower to rise, and when the oven is ready, tumble it
out of the cloth in to a hoop; which must be prepar’d thus, Take a hoop ye rim of a sive or
peck, (for it must bee thicke) and wind browne paper a bout it and then white on that, then
pin or sow a duble browne paper to the sides to make a bottome, and a white paper to bee
next the cake and butter it well; then flat in the cake wth your hand and prick it, and as it goes
in to the oven anoynt it with the white of an egge beate wth a little suger, and put it in, an
hower bakes it when tis neere baked anoynt it with suger boyled to a candy hight.
A Hoope made only of paper will doe as well the other

2. To make sugar cakes
Take a pound of flower and halfe a pound of suger, some nutmegg beaten, the yolkes
of 2 eggs, then wash your butter with rose water and kneed in so much that it may bee a
limber paste then make it in cakes prick and bake them, when they rise and fall they are
enough.
3. The Lady Baynton’s Cake
Take a peck of very fine flower, being very well dryed, and 14 pound of currons, 2
ounces of cinamon, an ounce of mace, an ounce of nutmegs, 16 eggs with halfe ye whits well
beaten, on quart of barme if it bee light elce not so much; mingle all these togeather with milk
and water, being blood warme, then put in 2 pound of butter, breaking the past. and mingling
it togeather, when it is well mingled put in your currance, pulling your past to peeces and
working in yr currans very well, then put in a little salt, keepe some of your past before you
put in the currans. to make a cover and bottome as thinne as you can rowle it, when it is
baked you must not cutt it in 4 days; this cake will keepe a quarter of a yeare. if yr currans
bee good never wash them but pick and rub them very cleane, your cake will bee much the
better.

70

‘La. Brawne’ (possibly referring to a Lady Brawne or Lady Browne) is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title.
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4. The Seed Cake
Take 4 pound of fine wheat flower and dry it in an oven. after manchet71 is drawne;
when it is cold rub in to it a pound of butter, put to it a pint of Ale yeast, then mingle it with
as much creame as will make it in to dough, but not to stiff, put into it a pound of Carroway
Comfets and a pound of bisket Comfets, worke them into your dough about a quarter of an
hower, keepe out 2 or 3 ounces of your Comfets to strew on the top of your cake, then put it
into yr oven and beshure it be not to hott nor to cold, it will bee baked in 3 quarters of an
hower; boyle your creame you must put in, and coole it again, that it scald not the yeast.

5. To make Shrosbury Cakes
Take to one pound of suger, 3 pound of the finest wheat flower, won nuttmeg, a small
quantity of cinnamon; the suger and spice must be pounded and sifted, 3 eggs, so much butter
as will with good tempering bring it to a fine past, then mould it, and role it out in cakes, and
cutt it with a wooden dish of the biggness you would have them, then prick them, and bake
them.
6. Lady Howroods cake72
Take 2 pound of flower and as many corrans, three quarters of a pound of butter, halfe
a pint of creame, and a pint of barme, a little safforne and halfe an ounce of cloves mace and
nutmeg, beaten, and the yolkes of 4 eggs, so mould it all well togeather and put it on a
bottome of thicke paper, and make a whop of paper and put round it, and so bake it.

Figure 21; Lady Howroods Cake

71
72

A ‘manchet’ was a loaf made of wheaten flour; the precise meaning here is not understood.
Contents page has ‘The Lady Horwood’s Cake’ – possibly a Lady ‘Harwood’ or ‘Harewood’?
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7. To make fine cakes
Take a pound of flowr dryed and sifted fine, a pound of lofe suger sifted, a pound of
sweet butter, a pound of currans washt and dryed very well; 6 eggs. Leave out halfe the whits,
halfe a spoonfull of mace beaten and sifted, 2 spoonfulls of rose water; mix the suger with the
flower, then devide it in two parts, wash the butter in rose water, and mix it with one part of
the flower, then put in the Eggs, being well beaten with the rose water, and the juice, worke
all these well together with your hands, and with a dredger by degrees putt in the other part of
the flower working it all the while with your hands; then strew in the corrans and mix them
well in; then butter your Biskitt pans and putt it into them, lett them stand in the oven a
quarter of an houre. and they will be baked enough.

8. To make little puff cakes
You must beat the white of an Egge well, then have some Gum dragon ready steeped
in rose water, then take as much duble refined suger finely sercked73 as will make it like a
past. which must be pounded all together in a Stone Mortter a good while; then role it out
with fine suger, in to little cakes, or as you doe jumbals and lay them in knots, and bake them
on ritting paper, you may make some of them redd which you may coler with clove
gilleflowers, and blew may be colerd with violets. There is som difficulty in the baking them.
the oven must be so hott as to rais them, but not to discouler them, therefore try the oven with
2 or 3 of them first. till you find tis in fitt order;

9. Another way for little puff cakes
Take the whit of an Egge and beat it till it is all froth, then take a heapt spoonfull of
Almons, pounded very small, and as much double refined suger serched as will make it like a
past, you may mix it with your hand, then role it out with a roleing pin pretty thinn, and cut
them in what little shapes you pleas, then lay them on duble wafore paper, elce they will stick
at the bottom, and so bake them, you must order the oven as for the others.

10. To make oring Bisket
Take the rinds of good oringes, and ^ first grate them lightly all over, then boile, then in severall
waters, till all the bitterness is gon and they are tender, then take to the quantity of your pills
3 times the quantity of Lofe suger, then beat the pills small in a marble mortter; and as you
beat the pills squise in some juice of lemon, and beat your suger small, and mix it with your
past in the mortter beating it till tis very well mixed all in, with some more juice of lemon,
then spread it of a reasonable thickness on a pye plat, and set it be fore the fire, when it is
crispt on the top, cut it out as you pleas, and turn it.

73

In this context, probably means ‘soaked’; see Glossary and Appendix 2.
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11. To make Beane Bread
Take a pound of Almonds blancht, and slice them as thinne as posibly you can, and a
pound of duble refin’d suger finely siffted mingle them together, beate the white of 2 eggs
with rose water till it froth then take as much of the froth as will wett the suger and almonds,
and strew some Carraways seedes amongst it, then take pewter plates and strew them well
with flower, and lay a waffer on the plates. then take a sponfull of it and lay it on the waffer
and set it with a knife as hollow as you can, then have yr oven ready. against you have layd
them so hott that the plates may not bee melted, then let them stand till they have dun
boyling, then take them of the plats and round them and set them in againe and let them soke
a little while let them not cullor to much;

12. To make Bisket Bread
Take halfe a pound of fine dryed flower, and a pound of serch’t suger mingle it, and
take 7 new layd eggs taking out on yolke and ye knotts then beate it with 2 or 3 sponfulls of
spring water, and put in ye flower and suger by degreese. when tis mingled well beate it
upwards with a wooden knife, and so continew 3 howers, if you find it very thicke put in a
sponfull of water, so you may doe 3 or 4 times in the beating it, if you love seeds put them in
when you are ready to plate them, and so bake them, but not to much, you must butter the
plates;

13. Bisket Bread
Take halfe a pound of flower, and halfe a pound of suger, 5 yolks of eggs, and 4
whittes all very well beaten and strayned, then mingle it togeather and beate it an hower at
least, and when you have so dun put in good store of corriander seeds and caraway seeds and
mingle them well in, then take a little tin pan and butter it, and put in your stuff and bake it.

14. To Make Bisket
Take 5 yolkes of eggs and 10 whits and straine them and beate them an hower, then
strew in by degreese a pound and halfe of Lofe Suger being sercht, and then a pound of
flower, and halfe a pound of almonds beaten fine with rose water, and Corriander and
carray74 seeds what you like, it must bee beaten all the while the things are putting in, then
put it into plates being butter’d, and serce suger on them ^ just as they goe in the oven, then bake them;
15. To make Almond Cakes
Take a pound of suger search’t, and a pound of Almonds blancht, beat yr almons with
rose-water till they bee fine then beat in your suger, when that is dun put in ye whits of 3 or 4
eggs as you see it in thickness they must bee beaten to froth, then beat it till it bee well
mingled, then have ready some waffer cutt in what shapes you please and flower a pye plate

74

Possibly an error or another archaic spelling for ‘carraway’.
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and lay it on, then bake them in a very slow oven that they will but rise, tis enough, sift on
some suger over them as they goe in the oven75

16. To make Almond Cakes
Take a quarter of a pound of blanch’t almonds beaten in a stone morter, and as much
rice boyld till it bee dry, mingle it with halfe a pound of lofe suger, and on whit of an egge;
an other froth’d, lay them on a paper in small cakes so sett them in to the oven;

17. To make Prince Bisket
Take to a pound of lofe suger beaten; 6 eggs beaten to froth, mingle it with a pound of
flower, an ounce of any seeds76, and a graine of musk, set it in a quick oven on little plates;

18. To Make Jumbals
Take halfe a pound of suger and halfe a pound of flower, the yolks of 2 eggs, and ye
white of one, mingle it with a little thicke creame and put in seeds if you like it, and make it
dough noe stiffer but as you may role it out, so bake them;

19. To make Spring Garden Cheese Cakes
Put the milke very cold together, with Run it77, when it is ready to come breake it with
a spoone, when the whay comes above the curd, put it in a haire sive, if the whay doe not run
cleane from it. stire it softly with a spoone, when they are run very dry put them in to a pan,
with a good quantity of cloves, mace, cinnamon, nutmeg and suger, all beaten and grated,
season it to yr tast with spices, and put in some grated bread, and to a dozen of cakes a dozen
eggs, with two whits mix all very well, and if you find it to dry put in a little creame, then
have yr currance washt and very dry, then make yr past as you doe for the tarts but put in a
preety quantity of suger;

20. To make Cheese Cakes
Take a gallon of new milke and run it cold, when it hath stood a quarter of an hower,
put it in a strayner, and let ye whay run from ye curd touching it as little as you can for
making ye curd hard, then put it ye cheese fatte, and set it in ye press, let it stand in halfe a
quarter of an hower, then take it and rub it through a haire sive, then put to it Creame boyl’d
and thicken’d with grated bread, 6 yolkes and 3 whits of eggs, on pound of butter rub’d in, on
pound of suger, a quarter of a pint of sack, 6 sponfulls of rose water, a pound of currance,
nuttmeg, and mace beaten, and if it bee to thicke a little creame. worke it togeather and then
fill them;

75

The last words from ‘sift on …’ to ‘… goe in the oven’ appear to have been added as an afterthought.
Probably means ‘aniseed’ – see ‘Prince’ in Glossary.
77
Presumably means ‘rennet’.
76
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21. To make Cheese Cakes
Take creame, thicken it with grated bread, and halfe as much flower, a few corrance
and 3 or 4 yolkes of eggs with on white and better78, sweeten it with suger. So put them into
past and bake them, your creame must bee boyl’d before you put any thing into it, and not
after at all. So bake them these are to bee eaten hot;

22. To make Suger Cakes
Take a pound of the best suger beaten and sifted, 2 pound of red straw flower79 and
allmost a pound and a halfe of butter newly churned and a little salt, then take the yolkes of 2
eggs, knead all these to geather in fine past somthing thicker then a pye lid, then cutt it round
by a little glass, and prick them, lay them on papers flowred, set them in a oven reasonable
hott, and when they rise and fall take them out;

23. To make Almond Ginger Bread
Take a pound of blancht almonds pared very small wth a little rose water, yn take halfe
a pound of sercht suger, and one ounce of sercht ginger mixed together, and if you need a
little gume dragon steept in rose water, beate all these well together and then worke it up wth
a little of the same suger and ginger, and so print80 it;
24. To make Kates Biskitt81
Take a pound of fine flower and as much lofe suger sercht. and set both in ye oven to
dry, y take ye yolks of 5 eggs and 3 whits, 10 spoofulls of rose water, and beat it together, a
quarter of an houre, yn put in ye flower and spooneful of Caraway seeds and ye outward rinde
of an oringe grated, beat altogether a quarter of an hower, yn lay it on butter’d plates, and set
them in an oven prety hott, but not to scorch them; ye suger must be put in and beaten in, a
quarter of an hower. before ye flower coms in.
n

Ye best way to keepe them is all ye sumer in a steane pott, and in ye winter in a Box:

25. Silibub
Aunt Roper82
Take a quart of new milke, a pint of creame, put into it halfe a nutmeg quartered, a
leafe of mace, sum lemon rinde, and boyle it togeather, then let it coole till it bee noe hotter
then from ye cowe, then sweeten your vargis well, and with a spout, spout your milke into the
sweetened vargis as hard as you can, and put yr silibub cup in water 2 or 3 howers; and when
your milke is boyl’d you must strayne it;
78

Presumably means ‘butter’.
‘red straw flower’ not understood; possibly refers to an old variety of wheat, such as one known as ‘Kentisch Red Straw’.
80
See ‘print’ in Glossary.
81
The Contents refers to ‘Kats Bisket.
82
‘Aunt Roper’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title.
79
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26. The Lady Westmorlands Silibub
Take Sack and mix it with water, put in a sprigg of rosemary, then milke in to it very
hard, stirring it well all the while;

27. A Silibub
Take white wine and wring in a great many lemons into it, and put in the rinds and all,
and sweeten it with suger and mix it with your milk and stirre it well;
28. To make a ^ whipt silibub83
Take a pint of the second sciming of yr creame, and sweeten it with suger, then take
almost a pint of white wine, and beate them togeather with a birch rod, or a rosmary stick,
and as the froth risith take it of and put it in to the cupp;

29. To make Barly Gruel
Take halfe a pound of French barley boyled in to or three waters, then boile it in 7
pints of water till it coms to a thicke jelly, straine it, and put to it a stick of cinamon, blade84
of mace, suger, and juice of lemon, and a little rose water if you like it, or oring flower water,

30. To make the Duch Cabbidg
Take the milk of 8 or 10 cowes and keepe out the strokings, then set it on a quick fyer
and let it just boyle up, then put it in to a great many milk pans and as ye put it in take of all
the bubles that rise on the top, then let it stand till ye pan feele cold, then wth a knife loosen
the creame from the sides of ye pan, then take it of quick and put it on a cheese fate85, an set it
to dry, on must bee of a generall fate, then set ye milke on againe, and when it boyles up doe
as before, and when the top begins to looke white you may put in the strokings that ware left
out, and set it on ye fyer againe, you may boyle it 3 or 4 times, till you have leaves enough, as
they dry you must heave them up gently and wipe under them, the first will bee dry by that
time, the second are dry, and then take some rose water and with a sprigg of rosemary wett
them all over, and then strew on a little sercht suger, then lay them on a pye plate ruffled
togeather, that they may bee like a Cabbidg, and when they are all one, sprinkle it againe with
rose water and strew on suger, when you cut it let bee just downe, and it will cut like a
cabbidge with in.

31. To Make Blandye
Take a pint of thicke creame and the whits of a dozen eggs, let ye creame boyle by it
selfe, and beate the eggs very well, then take out some of ye creame and beate it a mongst ye
83

The Contents list has ‘To Make a Sillibub’. The word ‘whipt’ has been inserted above the line here.
See Glossary for ‘blad / blade / blads’.
85
See Glossary for ‘fate’ in reference to ‘cheese fate’.
84
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eggs, then power it in the chafer of creame, still stirring it untill it boyle, and as soone as it
boyles take a quarter of a pint of rose water and put in to it, then power it into a strainer and
let it dreaine till it bee as thicke as almond butter, then season it with suger and straine it;

32. A Creame
Take 4 quarts to the thickest Creame, and the yolks of 4 eggs and beat them very well.
and put in rose water and suger to the creame stire it well togeather, then power it in to the
dish you meane to serve it in, and make a skilet of water ready to boyle and set the dish on it,
stirring it some times till it bee as thicke as you please, then leave stirring till it bee so thicke
it is ready to turne over then take it of and serve it cold;

33. Churne Creame
Take sweete thicke creame and season it with suger, rose water, musk and spices, then
put it into a glass Churne, and churn it till it bee of a good thicknes;
34. Chaft Creame86
Take sweete creame and boyle it; and power to it as much sower creame as will turne
it to a poset, then put it in a strainer, then hang it up, and set a thing to catch the whay, then
serve it with the whay a bout it; if you would have it an almond cheese, mingle a little beaten
almonds a mongst your curd;

35. An other creame
Take 4 pottles of milke and on pottle of creame and mingle it together, and set it over
a soft fyer, still stirring it till it bee as hott as scalding Creame, then take it of ye fyer, and let
it stand till next morning, then sprinkle it with rose water and suger.

36. To make almond creame
Take a quart of creame and boyle it, then put in 2 whits of eggs being beaten with
some sweete cream. Then blanch a quarter of a pound of sweete almonds and beate them and
straine them with a little creame or rose water, as you like, and put it into yr boyling creame,
and let it boyle a while, and then season it with suger; let it bee cold before you eate it;

37. To make Lemond Creame
Take 2 quarts of creame boyle it on a quick fire; then put in ye outward rind of a
lemon, a little large mace, some sticks of cinamon, when it is boyled power it into pans of

86

‘Chast creame’ not understood; no other reference has been found online to ‘chased cream’ or similar.
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new milke, and set it in a coole place in water, 12 howers, then take of the top, and put it in a
dish, and strew suger betweene every laying;

38. To make Raspas Creame
Take a pint of creame, and when it is boyled put in the whits of 3 eggs well beaten,
with a peece of lemon pill, boyle it till it thicken, season it with suger. Then straine it and
beate it well in your dish, then have your raspas boyld well and put them in, straining some of
them;

39. To make Rosmary Creame
Take a quart of creame, and put a good quantity of rosemary flowers into it and boyle
it on a soft fyer, till it is reason thicke, then take it of and straine it, and when it is as cold as
new milke. 2 spoonfuls of runet, power it into a dish, and it will bee like jelly;

40. To make a Creame
Take a quart of creame that is very sweete, and boyle it well, then take 5 eggs well
beaten with 4 sponfuls of rose water, then set it on a gentle fyer, and let it boyle softly, so
sweeten it very well, wth suger, and take it of and put it in a dish, in a place where it must not
bee stirred till it bee throughly cold, bee shure the creame bee very sweete elce it will curdle;

41. To make Rice Creame
Aunt Gros.

87

Take a little rice wash it very well, dry, pound and searse then take a quart of thicke
creame and let it boyle, then make it preety thicke wth the rice, but take heede it doe not clott,
put in a little mace, and when it is thicke as you would have it, sweeten it wth suger, and let
ye sugar boyle in it a good while, then take it of, and put it into a dish and season it wth rose
water, and let it stand till it bee cold then take a bout halfe a pint of creame, and put a preety
deale of rose water to it, and shake it in a quart pott till it bee all froth, the night a fore you
make this you must take a milk pan full of milke from the cow and boyle it, and let it stand all
night then you must take the creame hole of the milk pan with a pye plate and lay it over your
rice creame, in ye dish you mene to serve it in then take the froth and lay it on the creame in
little bubbls all over;

42. To make Spanish Creame
Take 4 quarts of strokings and set it on a quick fire, and stire it till it boyle then take 2
quarts of the thickest creame, and by degreese put it into the milke then take it of and set it on
some straw in a coole place, and cover it for 3 days, then take it up in as large peeces as you
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can cleane from the milke then take a great peece of it and beat it wth a spoone. season it wth
lemon and suger and lay it on the bottome of the dish, and turne the great peeces downe on it;

43. A Goosberry Foole
Take greene goosberrys and put them in to a skillet wth as much water as will keepe
them from burning, and let them stand till they begin to breake then breake them with a
spoone, and season it with rose water, suger, and a good peece of butter; then take 3 or 4
yolks of eggs and put to it, and set it on the fyer and let it simber a little, so dish it;

44. To make Grape Creame
Take a good quantity of white grapes, stone them and pick them of the bunches, and
put them to a pint of pippins water, put to them 3 quarters of a pound of harde suger beaten
small, let them boyle till the grapes bee sweete through, and ye sirrop preety thick. then put it
in a bason and let it bee coole, and put to it as much very thick sweete creame as you thinke
fitt, mingle the creame and it very well togeather, but doe not breake the grapes;

45. To make Barly firmity
Take a quart of thick creame and boyle it with some mace and nut-megs quartred, so
dun take a quarter of a pound of almonds blancht with some of the creame and straine it into
the rest and let it boyle at least an hower with a spoonful of french barly being before boyled
in water, if it bee not thick enough put in the yolkes of 2 eggs and sweeten it;

46. To make Goosberry Creame
Take a quart or 3 pints of goosberrys and put halfe a pint of water to them and boyle
them all to mash, then dran them through a strainer and season it with rose water and suger,
and take as many yolkes of eggs as will make it yellow, then stirre it all to geather, and set it
on the fyer, till it begins to boyle, and then take it of;

47. To make Codling Creame
Take a quantity of codlings, and boyle them in white wine till they bee soft, then
drayne the wine from them, and straine them through a strainer, then take a pint of creame,
boyle it and thicken it wth the yolkes of eggs, while it is hott put in to it the pap and keepe it
continualy stirring till it is cold, you must season the pap with rose water and suger, before
you mingle it;
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48. To make Spanish Cloated Creame
88

Mrs Caning

Take 2 gallons of new milke set it on a charcole fire, not to hott, in a broad brass pan,
when it is ready to boyle, by degreese drop in the quantity of 2 quarts of creame, but let it not
boyle at all, let it stand all day on a trevet with imbers under it, that it may bee keept warme,
at night take it of, and set it on hay or straw that it coole not to fast, it may stand 2 days
except the weather bee extreme hot; when you will serve it to the table cut it through the
midle that you may take it up better with a skiming dish, take up 3 parts in to a bason and
beate it well till it bee desolved not to seem to bee clouted, stirre in some fine suger into it,
and put it in to your creame dish, and cut the other like sippits and lay upon it; then strew on
more suger, beate it not to much for it will goe to butter;

49. A Foole
Take a quart of Creame and a quarter of a pound of Almonds, which you must beate
and strayne and put them into the creame and boyle it til it bee thick, then take a quarter of a
pound of suger, some nutmeg and cinomon, and a quarter of a pint of rose water, boyle it
with the creame, and when tis almost cold put in the yolkes of 12 eggs, and set it over the
fyer, and stirre it till it boyle up, then take slices of bread wet in rose water and lay them in
the bottome of the dish, and power the foole on it;
50. To make Custards89
Parnell

90

Take 3 pints of Cream, a quarter of a pound of Almons beaten fine with rose water,
and boyle it in the cream, with mace, bitts of nuttmeg, and ciniment, then straine it throw a
hare sive, then put in the yolkes of 8 eggs, and on whit beaten and strained in ^ and sweeten it then
set it on a quick fyer till tis ready to boyle, and be sure to stire it all the while, and when you
find tis thick enough power it out in to your dishes;
51. To make Muskidin Posset
Take a quart of creame and when it boyles sweeten it with suger, then put in the yolks
of a dozen eggs, but let it not boyle after the eggs are in, then have ready halfe a pint of
muskidin which must bee boyld with suger in it, and when it is a little cool’d, power your
creame in to your wine and presently cover it, and set it on a few imbers till it is eaten;
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Figure 22; To make Custards

52. To make a posset
Mrs Caning91
Take 18 ^ or 20 yolkes of eggs, and 8 ^ or 10 whittes, beat them very well, and straine
them in to a basson to a quart of sack, sweeten it as you please, set it over a pretty quick fyer,
stirre it two and frow as fast as you can with a spoone till it workes up a bove the bason and it
grows as thick as a candle, then take it of ye fyer, and presently power in 2 quarts of Creame
boyling of the fyer, wherin some nutmeg hath bin boyled, set the bason on the ground and
power in the creame as high as you can, stir it a little gently, and lay the froth hansomly on it,
so cover it with a dish, and set it a little while over a few imbers.
It must be 20 yolkes and 10 whites for this quantety92

Figure 23; To make a Possett (Mrs Caning)
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‘Mrs Caning’ is written in the left-hand margin, alongside the title; see also B48.
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53. To make custards
Take 3 quarts of thicke creame, scald it and let it bee cold againe, then take the yolkes
of 10 eggs and 2 whits beate them very well, then put them into the creame with on good
nuttmeg and twice as much cinomen finly beaten, wett your spice with a little creame that it
doe not swime, then sweeten it with suger, and put in a little salt;

54. To make custards in dishes
Take 3 pints of thicke creame, 9 yolkes of eggs and 3 whites, beate them very well,
then take pounded mace, and some rose water and put into the eggs, and straine them into the
creame, then put them in yr dishes and when they rise and fall take them out of ye oven;

55. To make Jelly of harts horne
Take 6 ounces of harts horne, 2 quarts of water, set it over the fyer in a pipkin, and let
it boyle gently, then put in halfe a pint of renish wine and 2 or 3 peeces of cinnomon and
when tis halfe boyl’d a way power it in a bason93, and 6 ounces of duble refined suger, set it
on a chafing dish of coles to melt, and put in ye juyce of 2 or 3 lemonds, and put it in glasses;

56. To make white Leech
Take a quart of creame and set it on the fyer and put in suger, and a pretty quantity of
Isinglass, but yr Isinglass must bee layd in water the night afore you use it, and when you
have put in all let them boyle till they bee melted, and stir it always then take it from ye fyer
and put 2 or 3 sponfulls of rose water in to it, then power it through a cloth in to a dish, and
let it stand til it bee through cold;

57. To make Apple Leech
Take Isinglass and put it in a pipkin and set it on the fyer with rose-water, sinimon,
ginger, and suger, and Appls being tendorly boyld, so make the leech to boyle, when you
have so dun take it of ye fyer and straine it, and when it is cold cut it out;

58. To make Almond Leech
Taking Isinglass and steepe it in water 3 howers then boyle it, and when it hath boyld
a quarter of an hour take it of and straine it, when it is cold, put some into a faire pipkin and
season it wth suger, rosewater, and large mace, then set it on coles a little, then put it into a
morter wth almonds brayd fine before, then straine it into a dish, and so sett it a cooling, when
it is cold slice it and gild it94;
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Several heavily deleted words between ‘bason’ and ‘and 6 ounces’.
See Glossary for ‘gild it’; not understood in this context.
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59. To make Date Leech
Take yr Isinglass and put it in a pipkin, and set it on the fyer, with suger, rose water,
and coriander seeds finly beaten, and so let it boyle with ye dates very tender, brayd in a
morter and put theire to, and so let them boyle a while, straine them twice, but let them not
froth through but run softly, use this as the rest and gild it;

60. Pruan Leech
Take the same stuff you take for the rest, and boyle it in a pipkin with cinamon,
ginger, and rose water, when it hath boyld put theire to pruans boyl’d before and straind hard,
then straine it againe, and when tis cold slice it, and gild it, and strew on bisket and caraways
on it;

61. To make fresh butter
La. Bedfo’d

95

Take a pound of fresh butter unsalted, on handfull of almonds blancht and beaten with
rosewater very fine, then take 3 or 4 eggs and boyle them very reare, and take the yolkes very
cleane from ye whits, and put them wth the almonds to the butter when you have beaten them,
and 2 sponfulls of fine suger beaten, worke all these very well into the butter, and then rub it
with yr hand or a bigg spoone through a cullinder into a dish;

Figure 24; Lady Bedford's recipe for fresh butter

62. To make lemon butter
Take a quart of creame and boyle in it 3 eggs well beaten whits and all, let it boyle but
a little after ye eggs are in, then wring into it as much juyce of Lemon as will turne it to curds,
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then power it into a cloth and hang it up till the whay bee all run out, then beate it with
creame and season it wth suger;

63. To make Almond Butter
Take a pint of Creame and ye yolks of 6 eggs, mix it well togeather then take a good
handfull of almonds blancht and beaten small. and put in a little rosewater in the beating, put
to them a quarter of a pint of new milke, grind yr almonds with it a little while, then straine it
hard in to yr creame and mix it well togeather, and set it on the fyer always stirring it till it
turne then take it of and when it hath stood a little, hang it up in a thine strainer , till ye whay
bee run out, when it is cold season it wth rose water and suger, breaking it well with ye back
of a spoone;

64. Almond Butter
Take a quart of thicke creame, and halfe a pound of almonds, beate them with some of
the creame and straine it into ye other, when your creame boyles put in a dozen yolkes of eggs
always stirring it, and when it hath boyld and curdled hang it up in a cloth, then beate it wth
the back of a spoone, and season it with rose water and suger;

65. To make an almond cheese
Take halfe a pound of almonds and let them lye in cold water all night, then blanch
them and beate them in a stone morter puting sometimes a little rose water, to keepe them
from oyling, and when they bee beaten very fine straine them into a quart of sweete creame,
then turne it with lemond juyce and heat it hot and hang it in a cloth. and let all the whay run
from it, then dish it as you doe a new cheese, then put creame to it, and sweeten it;

66. A slip Cote Cheese
The Lady Shrosbury96
Take 4 quarts of milk hott from the cow, and a quart of sweete creame, and 2 quarts of
cold spring water, and put it to ye milke, adde to it a good deale of runnit to breake it quickly,
when tis come put a fine cloth to yr cheese, breake it as little as may bee, and touch it not with
yr hands, let it whay it selfe and when it hath run well, put the cloth over it as it ware an other
cheese, then set the waight of a brick on it and it will press it enough, then turne it in dry
clothes as often as you please, and so let it stand on a cloth 2 or 3 days, then lay it on nettle
leaves and it will quickly bee ready to eat;
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